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Summary
Background
The Norwegian Ministry for Transport and Communications has mandated a national assessment for
high‐speed rail (HSR) in Norway. This study presents the greenhouse gas (GHG) projections for the
Norwegian HSR assessment.
A total of 12 HSR alignments are assessed. They are all quite different in terms of landscape,
distances and type of market.






Corridor north (Trondheim)
o Alignment Ø2:P, Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen (Tynset)
o Alignment G3:Y, Oslo‐Trondheim via Gudbrandsdalen (Lillehammer, Otta)
Corridor south (Oslo‐Kristiansand‐Stavanger)
o Alignment S2:P Oslo‐ Stavanger, with direct line Drammen‐Porsgrunn (short‐cut)
o Alignment S8:Q, Oslo‐ Stavanger, via Tønsberg to Porsgrunn
Corridor west (Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger)
o Alignment Ha2:P, Oslo‐Bergen via Hallingdal (Hønefoss, Geilo, Voss)
o Alignment H1:P, Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger triangle via Haukeli
o Alignment BS1:P, Bergen‐Stavanger coastal route via Haugesund
o Alignment N1:Q, Oslo‐Bergen via Numedal (Kongsberg, Geilo, Voss)
Corridor east (Sweden)
o Alignment ST3:R, Oslo –Stockholm, via Lillestrøm to Arvika (short‐cut)
o Alignment ST5:U, Oslo‐Stockholm, via Ski and Mysen to Arvika
o Alignment GO1:S, Oslo‐Gothenburg, with direct line Ski‐Sarpsborg (short‐cut)
o Alignment GO3:Q, Oslo‐Gothenburg, with longer route Ski‐Sarpsborg

Note
The alignments N1:Q and Ha2P are not included in this preliminary report. Results for all alignments
will be presented in a final version to be released February 3rd 2012.

Scope
High‐speed rail is proposed as a GHG‐reducing measure, as it may be operated on clean electric
energy with low energy use per seat‐km. However, the operation of HSR requires an initial
investment in the construction of a HSR line. The benefit from HSR concepts therefore is a function of
market shift by introduction of HSR and emission intensity in the competing transport alternatives, as
well as the utilization rate of the built HSR line.
This study aims to assess the net benefit for GHG emissions in kg CO2e. Results present the effect on
GHG emissions over a 60 year assessment period, and time required to pay back the initial GHG
investment in HSR infrastructure.
Results and discussion
Results for all alignments are summarized in the following table.
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Corridor

Alignment

HSR minus non‐HSR,
mill. tons CO2e
Baseline (low/high)

Payback period (years)
Baseline (low‐high)

North
North
South
South
West
West
West
West
East
East
East
East

Ø2:P
G3:Y
S2:P
S8:Q
Ha2:P
H1:P
BS1:P
N1:Q
ST3:R *
ST5:U *
GO1:S **
GO3:Q **

‐2.31 (‐4.25/‐0.69)
0.42 (‐1.94/2.40)
1.52 (‐0.88/3.53)
1.30 (‐0.85/3.10)
To be announced
2.06 (‐4.07/7.21)
2.56 (1.39/3.53)
To be announced
‐0.61 (‐2.27/0.78)
‐0.34 (‐2.07/1.11)
1.98 (0.79/2.97)
1.91 (0.76/2.87)

36 (26‐50)
> 60 (42 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (51 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (50 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (36 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)
39 (19 ‐ > 60)
47 (22 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered

The assessment has identified HSR alignments with positive payback periods. The most promising
alignment is Ø2:P Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen, which has the shortest payback time at 36 years
and the largest potential as a GHG reducing measure.
The alignments connecting Oslo‐Stockholm are considered to have positive payback times. However,
this conclusion is highly dependent of the limited inclusion of infrastructure, as the infrastructure is
only covered up to Karlstad (40 % of the route).
The triangle connection Ha2:P between Oslo/Bergen/Stavanger has a positive payback time under
certain model assumptions.
Sensitivity analysis shows that the ranking of HSR alignments is generally robust under varying model
assumptions.
The following assumptions control the ranking and total performance of HSR alignments:


Infrastructure challenges and market control HSR performance

Tunnels have much higher emission per km of HSR line compared to open sections. Amounts of
tunnel on the line vary within 22‐66 % of the alignment length, and tunnel share is a major
controlling factor for the GHG performance of the HSR concepts.
The Norwegian alignments are at the low end of the scale compared to the international markets for
HSR. Emissions associated with constructing and operating high speed rail infrastructure are
therefore distributed on fewer passengers.


GHG savings depend on market extraction from air

The land‐based transport alternatives perform similar or better than HSR per person‐km on many of
the alignments. The benefit from HSR therefore depends on the share and volume of traffic
transferred from air.
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GHG calculation approach
The following main assumptions are used in the evaluation:








Pay‐back period for GHG emissions is calculated over a 60 year assessment period
Life‐cycle based GHG accounts are used for construction, operation and maintenance of
high‐speed rail concepts, with adaptations of each specific alignment
Reference scenarios for alternative transport modes; classic rail, private car, long‐distance
bus, high‐speed ferry and air transport, include infrastructure, operation and rolling stock
Double track is assumed on all high‐speed rail lines and sections
High service level, with 18 core and 8 peak HSR departures each way on all alignments
HSR operated from 2024, with market data up to year 2060
Development in transport technologies up to 2040 for road‐based transport, and for air
transport and high‐speed ferry up to 2050.
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Sammendrag
Bakgrunn
Samferdselsdepartementet har gitt Jernbaneverket i mandat å utrede utbygging av høyhastighetstog
i Norge. Denne rapporten presenterer klimagassregnskapet for Høyhastighetsutredingen.
Samlet er 12 ulike linjeføringer vurdert. De er alle svært ulike med hensyn på landskapsutfordringer,
lengder og marked.






Nordkorridoren (Trondheim)
o Linje Ø2:P Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen (Tynset)
o Linje G3:Y Oslo‐Trondheim via Gudbrandsdalen (Lillehammer, Otta)
Sørkorridoren (Oslo‐Kristiansand‐Stavanger)
o Linje S2:P Oslo‐ Stavanger med direktelinje Drammen‐Porsgrunn
o Linje S8:Q Oslo‐ Stavanger via Tønsberg til Porsgrunn
Vestkorridoren (Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger)
o Linje Ha2:P Oslo‐Bergen via Hallingdal (Hønefoss, Geilo, Voss)
o Linje H1:P Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger triangel via Haukeli
o Linje BS1:P Bergen‐Stavanger kystrute via Haugesund
o Linje N1:Q, Oslo‐Bergen via Numedal (Kongsberg, Geilo, Voss)
Østkorridoren (Sverige)
o Linje ST3:R Oslo‐Stockholm via Lillestrøm til Arvika
o Linje ST5:U Oslo‐Stockholm via Ski og Mysen til Arvika
o Linje GO1:S Oslo‐Gothenburg med direktelinje Ski‐Sarpsborg
o Linje GO3:Q Oslo‐Gothenburg med lengre rute Ski‐Sarpsborg

NB
LInjene N1:Q og Ha2P er ikke inkludert i denne foreløpige rapporten. Resultater for alle linjeføringene
blir presentert i den endelige rapporten som kommer 3. februar 2012.

Mål og omfang
Høyhastighetstog er foreslått som et klimatiltak, siden det kan kjøre med ren elektrisitet og med høy
energieffektivitet per sete‐km, men en høyhastighetsbane krever utbygging av et banenett.
Høyhastighetstog som et klimatiltak er avhengig av størrelse og opprinnelse av overført trafikk til
høyhastighetsbanen, samt samlet utnyttelsesgrad av banenettet.
Denne studien vurderer høyhastighetstog som et klimatiltak, i kg CO2e. Resultatene viser effekten på
klimagassutslipp over en beregningsperiode på 60 år, og beregnet tilbakebetalingstid for utbyggingen
av høyhastighetsbane.
Resultater og diskusjon
Resultatene er summert i følgende tabell.
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Korridor

Linjeføring

Klimatiltak ***
mill. tons CO2e
Baseline (lav/høy)

Tilbakebetalingsperiode (år)
Baseline (lav‐høy)

Nord
Nord
Sør
Sør
Vest
Vest
Vest
Vest
Øst
Øst
Øst
Øst

Ø2:P
G3:Y
S2:P
S8:Q
Ha2:P
H1:P
BS1:P
N1:Q
ST3:R *
ST5:U *
GO1:S **
GO3:Q **

‐2.31 (‐4.25/‐0.69)
0.42 (‐1.94/2.40)
1.52 (‐0.88/3.53)
1.30 (‐0.85/3.10)
To be announced
2.06 (‐4.07/7.21)
2.56 (1.39/3.53)
To be announced
‐0.61 (‐2.27/0.78)
‐0.34 (‐2.07/1.11)
1.98 (0.79/2.97)
1.91 (0.76/2.87)

36 (26‐50)
> 60 (42 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (51 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (50 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (36 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)
39 (19 ‐ > 60)
47 (22 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)
> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)

* Infrastrukturprosjektering kun til Karlstad
** Infrastrukturprosjektering kun til Öxnered
*** Klimaeffekten av utbygging av høyhastighetsbaneutbygging

Utredningen identifiserer linjeføringer med positiv tilbakebetalingstid. Den mest lovende løsningen
er linjeføring Ø2:P Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen, med kortest tilbakebetalingstiden og størst
klimareduserende effekt.
Linjeføringene mellom Oslo‐Stockholm er funnet å ha positive tilbakebetalingstider, men denne
konklusjonen er svært avhengige av begrensninger som er gjort med hensyn på banenettet, siden
utbygging av banen kun tatt med frem til Karlstad (40 % av samlet linjelengde).
Trekantforbindelsen Ha2:P mellom Oslo/Bergen/Stavanger har positive tilbakebetalingstid under
visse modelloppsett.
Sensitivitetsvurderingen viser at rangeringen av linjeføringer er robust under ulike modellsettinger.
Følgende vurderinger er funnet å være avgjørende i rangeringen av linjeføringene og i vurderingen av
høyhastighetstog som klimatiltak:


Landskapsutfordringer og marked bestemmer klimaegenskapene

Tunneler har mye høyere klimagassutslipp I utbygging sammenlignet med vanlige dagstrekninger.
Andel av banelengden som er tunnel varierer mye mellom linjeføringene, mellom 22‐66 % av samlet
linjelengde, og andelen tunnel er en kontrollerende faktor for klimaprestasjonen til
høyhastighetsbane. De norske linjene er i den lavere enden av skalaen når en sammenligner med
høyhastighetsbaner internasjonalt. Dette gir at bidrag fra utbygging og drift av infrastrukturen må
deles på tilsvarende færre passasjerer.


Klimabesparelser avhenger av markedsoverføring fra flytransport

Landbaserte transportløsninger har klimagassutslipp per person‐km tilsvarende eller bedre enn
mange av høyhastighetslinjene. Høyhastighetsbane som klimatiltak avhenger derfor av volum og
andel av trafikk overført fra flytransport.
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Klimaberegningsmetode
Kort summert er følgende lagt til grunn i klimaberegningene:








Tilbakebetalingstiden er vurdert over en 60 årsperiode
Livsløpsbaserte klimagassutslipp er brukt for utbygging, drift og vedlikehold av
høyhastighetsbane, med tilpasninger for de spesifikke linjeføringene
Referansescenarioer er utviklet for alternative transportformer; normaltog, privatbiler,
busser, hurtigbåt og fly, medregnet infrastruktur, drift og fremstilling av kjøretøyflåte
Det er antatt dobbeltspor er for hele banelengden; tunneler, bruer og dagstrekninger
Høy tjenestetilbud for høyhastighetstogene, med 18 hovedavganger og 8 rushtidsavganger
på alle linjene
Høyhastighetstogene er i drift fra 2024, med markedsvurderinger gjort frem til 2060
Det er inkludert utvikling i transportteknologier frem til 2040 for vegtransport, og frem til
2050 for fly og hurtigbåt.
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Introduction

The Norwegian Ministry for Transport and Communications has mandated a national assessment for
high‐speed rail (HSR) in Norway. The assessment covers technical and safety issues, economic and
market appraisals and planning of physical corridors, as well as environmental issues regarding high‐
speed rail line alignment, energy use and greenhouse gas emissions (GHG emissions).
This study presents the greenhouse gas projections for the Norwegian HSR Assessment (NHSRA). It
includes full life‐cycle based GHG accounts for construction, operation and maintenance of high‐
speed rail concepts, and reference scenarios to compare the effect of HSR development.
The NHSRA project has been divided into three stages, with the authors of this report involved in the
two last phases, Phase 2 and Phase 3. The following



Phase 2 was completed January 2011, and focused on developing a methodology for
environmental assessment of high‐speed rail in Norway.
Phase 3 is completed January 2012, and presents result from application of methodology to
planned alignments for four main corridors.

Note
The alignments N1:Q and Ha2P are not included in Version 1 of this report. Final results for all
alignments will be presented in version 2 of this report, to be issued February 3rd 2012.
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Scope of the report

Methodological approach and model scope used for GHG calculation is outlined in the report from
Phase 2 (completed February 2011), which provided the premises for evaluation of corridor
alternatives. We recommend readers to consult the Phase 2 report for supplementary discussions
regarding the approach and assumptions used in calculation of the results presented here.
This report focuses on the results of the assessment. Details about model set‐up and assumptions
are only briefly described, focusing on the elements that are not fully handled by the Phase 2 report
or that are modelled different than the basic set‐up in the Phase 2 scoping report.
The relation between the Phase 2 and Phase 3 reports is outline with regards to the general structure
of LCA in Figure 1‐1. As indicated, the scope of the reports divides as follows:




Phase 2 deals with scoping issues and main model assumptions, plus a review of relevant
literature sources. The report covers the inventory approach as far as possible, but does not
include results for components, HSR concepts or travel modes, and therefore is more a
methods description than an inventory report.
Phase 3 report (this study) presents full GHG results for HSR concept scenarios and non‐HSR
alternatives for all the high‐speed corridors described by the physical planning groups (North
Oslo‐Trondheim, South Oslo‐Kristiansand/Stavanger, West Oslo‐Bergen/Stavanger, and East
Oslo‐Stockholm and Oslo‐Gothenburg). The report also covers supplementary inventory
issues, and compares main model components to values reported in literature.

Figure 1‐1: Scope and relation of NHSRA Phase 2 and Phase 3 reports for climate.

Phase 2 recommended life‐cycle assessment (LCA) as the necessary method to properly evaluate the
GHG effect of high‐speed rail implementation. Following the LCA approach, the following systems are
assessed in the NHSRA project.




Elements of the high‐speed rail
o Infrastructure construction and maintenance
o HSR rolling stock manufacture and maintenance
o HSR operation
Alternative transport modes
o Passenger car
o Long‐distance bus
o Air transport
o High‐sped ferry
o Classic rail (conventional rail)
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Report structure

The first few sections of this report focus on important aspects in greenhouse gas projections for
HSR, and how these are implemented here for NHSRA.
 Section 2: A review of main issues for high‐speed rail GHG assessment
 Section 3: An outline of the model used in GHG calculations
Detailed model descriptions are provided in the technical appendices following the main report, for
HSR alignments in Appendix 2 and alterative transport in Appendix 3.
Following the brief model outline, results are presented for each corridor North, South, West and
East:



Section 4: Corridor‐wise results for each alignment
Section 5: General discussion of results, seen in comparison to literature and other transport
modes under varying model assumptions.
 Section 6: General conclusions
Full sensitivity analysis is presented in Appendix 1, to test for model assumptions regarding
technological development and varying model assumptions.
For the following issues we refer to the accompanying reports in the NHSRA project.




Energy calculations; see energy analysis by VWI (Dobeschinsky 2011)
Market analysis, see market report by Atkins (Atkins 2012)
Physical description of alignments, see reports from Rambøll (Gjerde 2011), Sweco (Monsen
2011), Multiconsult (Johnsen 2011), and Norconsult (Sørheim 2011)
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Main issues for greenhouse gas calculations for highspeed rail

There have been made some previous studies on wide‐scale implementation of high‐speed rail for
Norway and elsewhere. The following summarizes the lessons from these studies and discusses the
main conclusions made with respect to parameters for the absolute climate‐related environmental
effects and the relative comparison of high‐speed rail to alternative transport systems.
Stripple and Uppenberg (2010) present a life‐cycle assessment of a specific railway project, the
Bothnia Line in Sweden. The study includes full inventories for most infrastructure components,
including stations and elements besides the railway line itself, and also the rolling stock operating on
the line. All underlying data and model approach is well documented in a series of reports1, following
the structure for environmental product declarations: the EPD system. The Bothnia Line is designed
for speeds up to 250 km per hour and therefore not fully a high‐speed line. However, we consider
the approach and main results to be highly relevant for a high‐speed development project in Norway.
Chester (Chester 2008, Chester and Horvath 2010), looking at the case for California, has published
one of the most comprehensive environmental assessments for HSR. Given the very different
contexts with respect to energy supply, and the car fleet fuel‐use properties, his conclusions
regarding the comparison between road, air and HSR are not transferrable to the Norwegian
situation. Rozycki and colleagues (Rozycki, Koeser and Schwarz 2003) investigated HSR systems for
Germany, for the ICE train system. The study included energy for operation, connecting travel, and
materials production for major materials in railway infrastructure. The study is not comprehensive in
scope, but covers major parts of the infrastructure.
The UK Department of transport (DfT) issued in 2007 a study for the carbon impact of a new rail line,
the North‐South Line. The study puts most effort into estimation of energy for operation, and less on
infrastructure development, specifying only pure material inputs of steel, concrete and ballast. The
DfT numbers appear also in later studies in the UK, e.g., a study for general HSR in the UK made by
Network Rail (2009). Dominance of electricity supply over infrastructure development, and thereby
focus on operation rather than construction, is supported by the International Union of Railways
(UIC) in a pre‐study for the carbon footprint of HSR on European Railways (UIC 2009). The pre‐study
has later been extended to more detailed inventories by the same authors (Tuchschmid, Martinetti
and Baron 2011b), and used as basis for national rail inventories (Tuchschmid et al. 2011a).
There have also been completed some inventories for rail for Norway, both classic rail and HSR. A
study by Vestforsk (Simonsen 2010b) presents life‐cycle emissions from infrastructure, fleet
construction and operating energy for a wide selection of transport modes, including regular trains in
Norway, various future private car options and air transport. Schlaupitz completed in 2008 an energy
and greenhouse gas assessment for HSR in Norway, for Friends of the Earth Norway and NSB
(Schlaupitz 2008). The study presents an impressive amount of inventory information for HSR in
Norway, based on literature studies for HSR and rail in Europe, and new data from various rail
stakeholders.
Based on a review of the listed greenhouse gas assessments for HSR, we make the following general
conclusions for transferability and adaptation of data and approach to NHSRA.
General system boundaries
 Most of the identified studies are generally not comprehensive in inventory for
infrastructure: this is a natural consequence for studies outside Scandinavia, given the
relatively higher importance for electricity for operation over construction and maintenance
of infrastructure. Very few of the studies explicitly use life‐cycle assessment methods;
Rozycki et al. (2003), UIC (2009) and Stripple and Uppenberg (2010) are notable exceptions in
Europe.

1

All documents available at: www.botniabanan.se
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Studies made for Scandinavian conditions find that infrastructure is a dominant source for
greenhouse gas emissions. A meaningful assessment of the climate‐related emissions from
rail must include construction of infrastructure components, meaning railways, stations,
roads, supply lines, and other supporting structures.
There are studies that include construction of the rolling stock, but results indicate that
infrastructure construction is much more important. The life‐cycle of rolling stock may
therefore be treated in a simpler manner.
Results show that emissions must cover life‐cycle emissions (source‐to‐wheel) from fuel,
electricity, materials and processing, suggesting that LCA literature should be the preferred
source for emissions data. Life‐cycle assessment provides guidelines for good practice for
environmental accounting and benchmarking of transport alternatives.
Variation in data used to model background processes, i.e., emissions related to production
of fuel, electricity and material inputs, may give differences in end results. The emissions
information should be structured to accommodate scenarios for production technology.
Service inputs (including insurance, banking, and other) may be significant for the
environmental footprint of the systems that are compared to HSR, both for use of private car
and airplanes (Chester and Horvath 2010). They are, however, generally left out of most
transport studies. A systematic implementation of service inputs is possible through use of
input‐output approaches, but requires more resources than what is available in this project.
Connecting transport is generally considered of little significance (ECON 2008, UIC 2009).

Electricity for operation of trains
 Several of the studies investigate different assumptions for electricity for trains. The
electricity assumption is a volatile issue in Norway, and various stakeholders propose
different assumptions for relevant supply for a new project such as a Norwegian HSR line
(Schlaupitz 2008).
 On a general note, a missing argument in the Norwegian debate is inconsistencies that arise
when marginal values are assumed for electricity, but is systematically neglected for all other
inputs. It may be relevant to argue that marginal fuel for private cars is petrol made from
Fischer‐Tropsch synthesis of shale gas, rather than the average petrol that is used in most
assessments. Similarly, marginal production of materials such as steel and cement may be
very different than the average production technology. Clear guidelines for marginal vs.
average analysis can be found in the LCA literature, summarised for instance in the handbook
for LCA issued by the European Platform for LCA2.
 The final model must allow different electricity assumptions and test the importance of the
electricity assumption to the final results. It should also reflect how such assumptions affect
the systems performance of HSR, including effects on material production.
Model resolution & structure
 The various studies each estimate emissions through different model structures. Seen
together, the studies indicate that flexibility and transparency are important to calculate and
communicate emission estimates in the best possible way.
 Model resolution must meet demands to separate different types of infrastructure (tunnels,
bridges, etc), and accommodate scenario changes. This calls for a component‐based
emissions model, where core parameters may be changed to fit corridor settings and allow
sensitivity analysis for controlling parameters.
 Flexibility in the model should match transparency in calculations. A modular model lets
stakeholders investigate different assumptions for market, infrastructure use and future
electricity supply. An equivalent resolution in the transport alternatives ensures that options

The International Reference Life-cycle Data System Handbook (ILCD Handbook) is available online from the
European Platform for LCA: http://lct.jrc.ec.europa.eu/assessment

2
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are compared justly, for evaluation of HSR compared to other transport modes, and for more
precise estimation of the pay‐back time for HSR concepts.
Energy use per passenger
o Energy use per seat transport must be modelled according to study scope, preferably in line
with specific train system properties regarding train system, topography and temporal issues
(e.g., (Andersson and Lukaszewicz 2006, Simonsen 2010b, Network Rail 2009).
 Energy use in trains is a separate issue in NHSRA and is treated by a separate report from
VWI and the other partners in the work package for environment3. These calculations model
the energy use for operation of trains depending on alignment, landscape and stop pattern.
Infrastructure composition
 Track system composition is important for the carbon footprint of rail infrastructure (UIC
2009, Stripple and Uppenberg 2010). Development of HSR in Norway is projected to involve a
lot of tunnel sections. This has several implications for the modelling of emissions from
construction and use of rail infrastructure:
o The model must separate between tunnels, bridge and open sections since they each
have different carbon footprints in construction.
o Single‐lane sections reduce corridor capacity. The emissions model must in an
adequate way split between two‐ or single‐lane railway sections and include the
expected effect this will have on usage of railway capacity (measured as trains – or
carriages – per day).
Market effects: occupancy and load factors
 Seat utilisation (and freight transport or co‐transport) is a controlling factor, and must be
treated with the accompanying detail. Seat utilisation depends on distance, development of
transport needs, as well as the service experienced from high speed rail transport (SOU
2009:74 , Toutain, Taarneby and Selvig 2008, Lukaszewicz and Andersson 2009, Andersson
and Lukaszewicz 2006).
 HSR concepts are expected to replace a combination of car, bus and airplane transport – not
just airplane transport.
Scenarios and temporal issues
 Temporal considerations are important for many factors, most notably for seat utilisation
and energy efficiency of transport systems (Andersson and Lukaszewicz 2006, Nasjonale
transportetater 2007, Toutain et al. 2008)
 The various HSR concepts will be operating for an extended period, and the assessment
period should cover the lifetime of infrastructure components. This implies an assessment
period of up to 100 years (Network Rail 2009, Stripple & Uppenberg 2010).
 A prolonged assessment period requires special consideration for factors that are sensitive to
change over time, both in HSR technology as well as for the competing transport modes.
Model tools and definitions must be able to systematically handle scenario development for
all life‐cycle components.

3

Asplan Viak, Brekke & Strand, VWI and MiSA
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Componentbased lifecycle model for highspeed rail

Based on the aspects identified in the review of literature, we propose a component‐based emissions
model, in order to allow flexible evaluation of controlling parameters and thereby a more
transparent modelling of the most important issues.
Elements of such a component‐base model are outlined in Figure 3‐1, with references to inputs from
other groups in the NHRSA project (Market analysis, Energy analysis, Physical planning). Main
procedures for the bottom end elements, for materials and HSR infrastructure components, are
described in the Phase 2 report, together with details for the alternative transport modes. The next
section gives an introduction to the calculation set‐up, and the data that has been used from the
other groups in this report.

Figure 3‐1: Component‐based modelling of HSR and alternative transport systems

3.1.

Corridors evaluated

Four main corridors are evaluated, covering a total of 12 HSR alignment alternatives. Corridor details
are presented in Table 3‐1. Maps are presented for each corridor in the results in Section 4.




Corridor north (Trondheim)
o Alignment Ø2:P, Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen (Tynset)
o Alignment G3:Y, Oslo‐Trondheim via Gudbrandsdalen (Lillehammer, Otta)
Corridor south (Oslo‐Kristiansand‐Stavanger)
o Alignment S2:P Oslo‐ Stavanger, with direct line Drammen‐Porsgrunn (short‐cut)
o Alignment S8:Q, Oslo‐ Stavanger, via Tønsberg to Porsgrunn
Corridor west (Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger)
o Alignment Ha2:P, Oslo‐Bergen via Hallingdal (Hønefoss, Geilo, Voss)
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o Alignment H1:P, Oslo‐Bergen‐Stavanger triangel via Haukeli
o Alignment BS1:P, Bergen‐Stavanger coastal route via Haugesund
o Alignment N1:Q, Oslo‐Bergen via Numedal (Kongsberg, Geilo, Voss)
 Corridor east (Sweden)
o Alignment ST3:R, Oslo –Stockholm, via Lillestrøm to Arvika (short‐cut)
o Alignment ST5:U, Oslo‐Stockholm, via Ski and Mysen to Arvika
o Alignment GO1:S, Oslo‐Gothenburg, with direct line Ski‐Sarpsborg (short‐cut)
o Alignment GO3:Q, Oslo‐Gothenburg, with longer route Ski‐Sarpsborg
Note that alignments in the east corridors are only partially included in the emissions model for
infrastructure. The limited assessment scope for greenhouse gas follows the limited scope in the
economic appraisal, and is due to lack of planning data for line alignments beyond Karlstad (bound to
Stockholm) and Öxnered (bound to Gothenburg).
The corridors are all quite different in terms of landscape, distances and type of market.

3.2.

Model elements

The component‐based inventory aggregates information for large variety of aspects regarding HSR
and transport systems. Issues handled by the model include for HSR: construction and maintenance
of railway lines as a function of alignment plans, and operation of HSR rolling stock and line
elements. Similarly, the calculation accommodates equivalent data for competing transport modes,
with adjustment for the specific corridors where relevant. Finally, market analysis results are
integrated for transfer of passengers to the HSR line.
This section offers a short view into key model aspects. Details follow in the next section for route
alignment, energy and market data. Further details are reported for each mode of transport in later
sections, and in the Phase 2 report.
Supporting reports
The following paragraphs describe main input data for the HSR concepts evaluated in this report. We
refer to the complementary reports in the NHSRA project for further details regarding source data
for the following subjects:




Energy calculations, report by VWI (Dobeschinsky 2011)
Market analysis, report by Atkins (Atkins 2012)
Physical description of alignments, drawn for corridor alternatives by the physical planning
groups (Gjerde 2011, Johnsen 2011, Monsen 2011, Sørheim 2011)

 60 year assessment period
Emission profiles are developed for each year of the scenarios with HSR development, for each of the
alignment alternatives. Equivalent profiles are established also for the alternative transport modes.
Given the annual resolution we present results in two ways:
o

o

Summarized over a 60 year assessment period; as stated in Product category rules
for train transport (PCR 2009); see discussions in the Phase 2 report (Svånå (Ed.)
2011).
Cumulative GHG emissions as a function of time, to show the payback period for the
GHG investment in HSR infrastructure

 Nordic mix for operation of high‐speed rail
The baseline electricity source for operation of trains is set as the most recent three‐year average
Nordel (Nordic) electricity mix for years 2006‐2008, including imports. This gives an emission
intensity of 166 gCO2e per kWh. The baseline Nordic electricity mix is tested towards alternative
mixes for Norway and Europe.
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 Double‐track on all lines and sections
The HSR line is modelled as double track for the entire track length, with independent bridge and
tunnel runs (i.e., twin tubes and bridges). The line thereby effectively consists of two single‐track
lines for large parts of the alignment length. This is following the recommendations made in the
technical planning groups in the NHSRA project.
 High service level, 18+8 departures per day in each direction
Service level of the HSR concepts is modelled identical for all corridors, with a total of 26 departures
per day between end stations in each direction. These divide between 18 core departures and 8
additional departures to cover peak hours. Peak departures have fewer stops.
We model each departing train to carry 460 seats, according to train descriptions made by VWI for
the energy analysis.
The service level is following the assumptions from the market analysis. It gives a high number of
seats travelling each day, with an accompanying high estimate for the energy consumption for
operation of trains.
 Market assumptions for 2024, 2043 and 2060
Market assumptions are provided in the market analysis by Atkins, for years 2024, 2043 and 2060,
2024 being the first year of operation. We make linear interpolations between the years, with a
constant market beyond 2060.
In the comparison of HSR with alternative transport it is important to note the difference between
the total market, which is relevant for calculation of performance per travel, and the transferred
market, which is relevant when assessing construction or non‐construction of HSR. Provision of a
new transport system such as a HSR line will lead to the generation of new traffic, but environmental
benefits may only be allotted for the passengers who would travel by other means if the line was not
existing, i.e., the transferred traffic.
Journey length is perhaps an overlooked yet very important issue regarding the market analysis and
influence to the end results. Longer journey length between end‐station for HSR means that it is
more likely that HSR is pulling traffic from air, leading to higher GHG emissions per unit of traffic in
the transferred traffic. Longer journey lengths thereby favour HSR concepts in terms of GHG
emissions.
 Model dynamics and sensitivity for alternative transport modes
Any high‐speed line will operate long into the future. It is therefore vital that the calculations include
technological developments in all aspects of the model, to better predict the likely effect of HSR on
future GHG emissions. The starting point for all GHG calculations for the transport systems is year
2010, representative of the current technology.
o Private car
Fuel efficiency in private cars is modelled with gradual reduction in fuel consumption and shift to
hybrid and electric cars towards 2040 and constant thereafter. Emissions from fleet lifecycle are
considered constant, as is road infrastructure. We separate a baseline car future, and low and high
scenarios.
o Long‐distance bus (coach)
Fuel efficiency for buses is modelled with linear reduction in consumption towards 2040 and
constant thereafter. Emissions from fleet lifecycle are considered constant, as is road infrastructure.
o Classic rail
Classic rail is modelled with constant technology through the period, as regular rail does not
represent a significant fraction of the transferred traffic.
o

High‐speed ferry
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High‐speed ferry represents a small fraction of the total transferred traffic. However, due to
relatively high fuel consumption per passenger‐km it has a potential effect for the conclusion in a
HSR study. We model the high‐speed ferry with linear reduction in fuel use per km towards 2050 and
constant thereafter. Emissions from fleet lifecycle are assumed constant through the period.
o Classic rail
Classic rail does not contribute a significant share of the transferred market, and due to the many
similarities between HSR and classic rail we do not expect it to contribute significantly to our GHG
calculations. Classic rail is therefore assumed with constant technology through the assessment
period.
o Air transport
The aircraft fleet is modelled with a gradual exchange to more efficient aircrafts in the period
towards 2050. The fleet is considered constant thereafter. Emissions from fleet lifecycle are
considered constant, as is airport infrastructure. Connecting transport is assumed to reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions by 40 % between 2010 and 2040 and remain constant thereafter.
 Model dynamics and sensitivity for HSR
Model dynamics do not only apply to energy efficiency in fleet, it is also relevant for the materials
and construction processes relevant for construction and maintenance of a HSR railway.
The emission intensity of steel production, cement production, and construction machines is
modelled with linear improvements from 2010 to 2050. Knowing that 2024 is set as the first year of
operation for the HSR concepts, we set 2020 as the average year of construction. Maintenance
emissions are modelled using intensities for the given year.
o Cement
Cement manufacture is modelled with introduction of secondary materials from 5 % in 2010 to 37 %
in 2050.
o Steel
The total energy efficiency in steel production is modelled with 15 % reduction in energy use and
shift to average of 60 % recycled steel from 2010 towards 2050.
o Machines
Energy efficiency in construction machines is modelled with 30 % reduction in fuel use from 2010 to
2050.
 Aircraft emissions not adjusted for stratospheric release
Air craft emission in stratosphere (contrails and induced clouds) is considered identical to land‐based
emissions, with no adjustment of GHG effect. This to be in line with the IPCC calculation rules and as
the methodology for such adjustment is considered immature. Moreover, proper interpretation of
the of short‐term effects require that these are systematically implemented for all transport modes
(Svånå (Ed.), 2011).
 Deforestation and land‐use change
Land use and land use changes (LULUC) generate greenhouse gas emissions through deforestation
and release of soil carbon from clearing of land. New HSR corridors require new areas, and will bring
some land use changes. Railways may also cause indirect LULUC emissions, e.g., when line
developments leads to drainage of wetlands through change of water ways or other. Previous studies
have found deforestation to potentially represent significant contributions for the GHG emissions
from rail development (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010, Schlaupitz 2008).
Recent studies indicate that albedo effects may have indirect climate effects in the size of LULUC
(Bright, Strømman and Peters 2011). Clearing of forest to develop HSR lines would have the opposite
effect of LULUC; as rail development opens new track this may improve the total climate effect from
HSR.
16
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We do not cover LULUC emissions in this report, as we consider the existing estimates to be to crude;
they do not separate between types of land use changes. Potential opposite effects have been
indicated, and the net effect from clearing of lands for rail thereby is highly uncertain.
 HSR and freight
Use of HSR, and the effect of HSR development on freight transport, is not included in this report.
Inclusion of freight may affect the GHG emissions from HSR in two ways
Use of HSR infrastructure for freight will reduce the emissions from HSR construction
per passenger, since infrastructure construction and maintenance is divided between
passenger and freight transport.
o Development of HSR may free capacity on the existing rail network, thereby allowing
more freight to be transferred to rail.
The effect of use of HSR infrastructure for freight on construction requirements and maintenance is
uncertain. Market tests by Atkins have concluded that there is not a significant market for fast rail4,
removing the first of the comments above.
o

If HSR would free up capacity, utilization of the existing line for considerable volumes of freight on
rail would require significant upgrading of the line, as most the line currently is single track. A full
appraisal of new capacity on existing, upgraded lines would require a comprehensive market analysis
and investigation of construction demands and is therefore not considered.

3.3.

Highspeed rail infrastructure and rolling stock

3.3.1.Rail construction and maintenance
Inventories for construction and maintenance of the high‐speed line only cover new sections,
following the same approach as used in the cost modelling and as agreed in corridor planning groups.
Distribution of section types for the HSR corridors evaluated in NHSRA is summarized in Table 3‐1.
The following notes are used in the table:

Note

Explanation

Note 1

The urban section contains more construction elements compared to rural sections. We model 10 km urban
section for each end station in city (Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim), and 5 km for all other stations.

Note 2

Assumed average 25 m length

Note 3

Assumed average 75 m length

Note 4

Assumed average 150 m length

Note 5

Length 700 m, co‐located with stations. We follow the approach used on cost analysis and include only new
stations to be built for the HSR line.

Note 6

40 switches per 100 km line (i.e. 2.5 km between switches)

4

M11020 Memo on interviews v2.1, Warwick Lowe et al, revised and extended 12th august 201, Atkins.
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Table 3‐1: Infrastructure composition for HSR lines and corridors evaluated in NHSRA.

Corridor set 1

Oslo‐
Trondheim

Oslo‐
Gothenburg

Oslo‐
Stockholm

Oslo‐
Bergen

Ø2:P

GO1:S

ST3:R

Ha2:P

Total line distance,
new sections (km)

410

195

180

Open section,
double track, rural km)

200

119

35

Unidirectional double track
tunnel sections (km)
Bridges < 50 m (piece) Note 2

Corridor code

Open section,
double track, urban (km) Note 1

Bridges 50‐100 m (piece)

Note 3

Bridges > 100 m (piece) Note 4
Passing loops (piece)
Platforms (piece)

Note 5

Note 5

Rail switches (piece)

Note 6

Train sets

Share of length, tunnels
Share of length,
open section urban

Oslo‐
Stavanger‐
Bergen

Stavanger‐
Bergen

Oslo‐
Stavanger

H1:P

BS1:P

S2:P

‐

568

230

480

114

‐

117

51

113

20

25

‐

70

30

65

171

55

39,9

‐

378

146

293

23

6

23

‐

10

0

105

28

3

3

‐

16

6

37

3

0

1

‐

18

14

23

6

2

2

‐

12

4

12

6

2

2

‐

12

4

12

164

78

72

‐

227

92

192

39

25

40

‐

90

20

40

42 %

28 %

22 %

%

66 %

64 %

61 %

9%

10 %

14 %

%

12 %

13 %

14 %
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Table 3‐1 cont.

Corridor set 2
Oslo‐
Trondheim

Oslo‐
Gothenburg

Oslo‐
Stockholm

Oslo‐
Bergen

G3:Y

GO3:Q

ST5:U

N1:Q

S8:Q

Total line distance,
new sections (km)

448

186

173

‐

461

Open section,
double track, rural km)

114

114

88

‐

132

60

25

40

‐

75

Unidirectional double track
tunnel sections (km)

271

46,8

44,1

‐

246

Bridges < 50 m (piece) Note 2

13

5

19

‐

57

24

2

6

‐

62

1

0

0

‐

11

11

3

6

‐

14

11

3

6

‐

14

179

74

69

‐

184

44

27

43

‐

45

Share of length, tunnels

61 %

25 %

25 %

%

53 %

Share of length,
open section urban

13 %

13 %

23 %

%

16 %

Corridor code

Open section,
double track, urban (km) Note 1

Bridges 50‐100 m (piece)
Bridges > 100 m (piece)
Passing loops (piece)
Platforms (piece)

Note 4

Note 5

Note 5

Rail switches (piece)

Note 3

Note 6

Train sets
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3.3.2.Rail infrastructure operation
Operation of rail infrastructure covers electricity for heating points on switches, and signalling and
telecommunications equipment on the line. These are included only for the new corridor lengths,
equivalent to the approach taken in the corridor planning groups.
3.3.3.Number of train sets
The required number of train sets is modelled from a total lifetime of trains of 15 000 000 km, plus 2‐
4 additional trains on every corridor to allow for back‐up and scheduled maintenance depending on
total line length.

3.4.

Energy for train operation

Energy for train operation is included for the entire journey on the line, i.e., Oslo‐Stockholm and
Oslo‐Gothenburg for the east‐bound lines. Energy use is modelled and calculated separately for both
directions for the different alignment options, with differences between the directions ranging from
approximately 0.5% to 6%.
The NHSRA furthermore distinguishes between two different traffic patterns with a peak hour service
and a core hour service. The peak hour service will have a different stopping pattern and service
fewer stations than the core departures to facilitate shorter travelling times. Energy use is modelled
and calculated separately for peak and core departures.
Figure 3‐2 presents an overview of the energy consumption for the different alignments during peak
and core hour service. The figures represent the average for departures in both directions, but for a
one‐way trip only.

Figure 3‐2: Corridor specific energy consumption, in kWh per trip made by train.

Energy consumption shows small differences between peak and core hour departures, and is not
consistently higher for one of the services for all alignment alternatives. Maintaining higher average
speed for peak hour departures require higher energy consumption, while fewer stops reduces
energy consumption for acceleration.
In general, energy consumption is higher per km in tunnels compared to open section. Tunnels at
length 2 km results in around 50 % higher energy use compared to open section (Svånå (Ed.) 2011).
Figure 3‐3 shows the estimated energy use translated to kWh per seat‐km, compared to the
literature values reported in Phase 2 for TGV and Eurostar (Network Rail 2009) and the Swedish
X2000 (SOU 2009:74). As many would expect, a mountainous Norwegian corridor leads to higher
energy use compared to European lines, but interestingly we also find that for certain corridors the
energy use is significantly lower than for the European numbers. The examples deviating most from
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the European averages is the Ø2:P corridor via Østerdalen to Trondheim, and the GO3:Q corridor to
Gothenburg, which are significantly lower than other corridors and also lower than the European
experience. The other corridors distribute from the Europe average upwards.
The main reason for the low numbers for corridors Ø2:P and GO3:Q is less tunnels on the line and a
relatively flat alignment.

Figure 3‐3: Corridor‐specific energy consumption in kWh per seat‐km, compared to reported averages in literature.

3.5.

Market data for HSR corridors

In Table 3‐2 the market potential for the different alignment alternatives is summarized and
presented for the years 2024, 2043 and 2060 (Atkins 2012). Estimated numbers of passengers per
day vary significantly between the corridors, ranging from less than 3 000 for the alignment with
lowest numbers to six and a half times as much for the alignment with most passengers.
Table 3‐2: Summary of market potential for NHSRA alignments.

Corridor

Alignment

Market 2024

Market 2043

Market 2060

(passengers/day)

(passengers/day)

(passengers/day)

North

Ø2:P

11 890

14 170

16 700

North

G3:Y

12 030

13 840

15 910

South

S2:P

12 980

15 010

17 190

South

S8:Q

11 770

13 740

15 840

West

Ha2:P

10 170

11 700

13 410

West

H1:P

18 490

21 680

25 030

West

BS1:P

3 450

3 760

4 100

West

N1:Q

11 590

13 040

14 730

East

ST3:R

6 990

8 510

10 200

East

ST5:U

6 880

8 400

10 070

East

GO1:S

3 400

3 940

4 550

East

GO3:Q

2 830

3 320

3 870
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3.5.1.International highspeed rail markets
A main controller for the GHG performance of high‐speed rail is the market it is serving. A better
market means more passengers to share the GHG emissions from construction and maintenance,
thereby reducing contributions per journey made and improving the position when compared to
alternative transport modes.
A brief comparison between the markets seen for existing HSR lines internationally and the proposed
Norwegian HSR corridors is presented in Figure 3‐4. International numbers are for 2009 (UIC 2011),
while the Norwegian data are projections for 2024 (Atkins 2012). Adjusting the Norwegian corridor
data to the same year, i.e., 2009 would cut off 10‐15 % of the total figures.

Figure 3‐4: Comparison between reported markets for HSR internationally, with the estimated market for Norwegian
HSR corridors. All numbers are in 1000’ passengers per year. Note the scale difference in a) and b).

In the figure part a) we see that there is a wide spread in the reported market for HSR. The HSR
concepts internationally may be organized in three main groups.


The first group includes lines in Japan, France, Germany, Korea (KR), Italy, Taiwan (TW) and
Spain (ES), all serving over 25 million passengers each in 2009.
 The second group covers Belgium, Great Britain, Sweden and the Netherlands, with between
6‐10 million passengers annually.
 The third group includes all other lines, each with markets under 2.5 million passengers.
The graphic in part b) shows the same plot, though with a much smaller scale in order to compare
the Norwegian corridors to the international HSR scene. Generally, Norwegian HSR corridors fall
between the third and second group, with estimated 2‐5.5 million passengers annually, except for
the H1:P line connecting Bergen/Stavanger/Oslo, expected to serve almost 7.5 million passengers in
2024.
This brief summary shows that the Norwegian HSR market does compare to some of the European
HSR situations, though on the long end of the tail. The most discussed examples of HSR include Spain,
France and Germany, each with markets significantly higher than the Norwegian corridors. The
Swedish X2000 line carries in 2009 slightly more passengers than what is estimated for the H1P Oslo‐
Bergen connection in 2024.
A further issue of importance when estimating GHG reductions from HSR concepts is that any benefit
from HSR only applies for passengers which otherwise would have travelled by other means if HSR
was not available. We therefore need to separate between the transferred market and the new
market generated by the HSR line. The numbers in Table 3‐2 include all passengers, i.e., both new
and transferred markets. The transferred market for Norwegian corridors varies somewhat between
the different corridors, in most cases about 60‐65 % of total passengers according to results from
Atkins’ market evaluation (Atkins 2012).
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3.5.2.The importance of market for rail
The importance of infrastructure for the GHG footprint of rail is clearly presented in a recent study
completed for UIC, the International Union of Railways (Tuchschmid et al. 2011a). The study
collected infrastructure details for several European railway systems, including the distribution of
double and single track, and section lengths of open, tunnel and bridge sections. These are evaluated
with life‐cycle assessment, and combined with equivalent calculations for energy, rolling stock and
operation. Results are finally distributed between the markets served by each system.
The underlying data in the study are quite crude given that they do not separate between rail types,
and the local regime for weather, landscape protection, or construction practice. However, the
results illustrate very clearly important differences between the countries that are evaluated. The
results reported by the study are summarized in Figure 3‐5.

Figure 3‐5: Distribution of greenhouse gas emissions from person transport by railway, for a selection of international rail
way systems (Source: Tuchschmid et al, 2011).

Main conclusions that may be drawn from the study are:


Of all the countries investigated, Norway has the lowest GHG emission per km railway, due
to a railway network almost exclusively consisting of single track line.
 Considering infrastructure construction only, Norway has the highest GHG emission per
passenger‐km of all the countries, because of a comparatively low market for rail.
 Although the Norwegian passenger trains are modelled as fully electric operating on
hydropower only, Norway still has a GHG emission per passenger within the range calculated
for other European countries in the study with much higher GHG emissions in electricity
production.
The results emphasize the importance of understanding the market for rail. Railways with low
markets require more detailed models for railway construction and maintenance, especially in low
markets and if trains are operating with relatively clean energy. Both of these factors apply directly
for Norway, both for classic rail and for HSR.

4.

Corridor specific results and conclusions

This section presents the key findings and main conclusions from the climate assessment of the
individual alignments. The reports from the physical planning of potential alignment options and the
summary of corridor characteristics are summarized in Table 3‐1 and demonstrate some of the
challenges associated with implementation of high speed rail for Norwegian conditions. Design
criteria for high speed lines require large curve radius and small gradients, thus putting considerable
restraint on the design of physical corridors.
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All corridors and alignment alternatives are designed as double‐track lines with twin tube tunnels
(separate tunnels in each direction) and double bridges (separate bridges in each direction) according
to common design criteria for the NHSRA (Norconsult 2011, Rambøll 2011).
As a result of these conditions and design criteria, Norwegian high speed lines will have a high share
of tunnels and bridges to cut through the terrain and produce significantly straighter and flatter
alignments than conventional railway lines. More complex infrastructure has implications for
emission levels of climate gases, in a similar way as it has for costs. Tunnels, bridges and line sections
in urban areas are all more resource intensive in terms of material and energy use than open sections
running through rural areas.
Market considerations and population patterns are important for the climate results as well. Norway
is sparsely populated and with relatively long distances between the urban centres and the large
markets for high speed travel. Comparing with other countries with existing high speed networks, the
Norwegian market is smaller, and at the same time potential alignments will require more complex
infrastructure, in particular a high share of tunnel sections.
Several criteria will influence the conclusions from the climate assessment for the individual
alignments. Successful high speed rail implementation will depend on a significant transfer of traffic
from other and more emissions intensive transport modes, and in particular from air transport.
The following results will present total emissions levels for scenarios with and without
implementation of high speed lines for a calculation period of 60 years. The potential benefits in
terms of climate emissions from high speed rail development are associated with travellers shifting
from other transport modes.
Three key criteria are identified as critical for the total results and the payback period for an
investment in high speed lines:
 Share of total line length consisting of tunnels
 Market, number of travellers and transferred traffic from other modes
 Share of transferred traffic coming from air transport
Results for all alignments are presented in the following pages, with figures describing the payback
period, total emission levels for scenario with/without high speed lines, alignment characteristics and
associated emissions contributions, and decomposition of phases for the high speed line emissions. A
brief explanation of the figures is provided here:


Payback period: Compares annual emissions for a scenario with HSR construction and
operation with a reference scenario without HSR development. Describes when, and if, the
emissions from HSR construction and operation are paid back by emissions reduction from
transferred traffic from other transport modes.
 Total emissions: Compares total emissions for a scenario with HSR construction and
operation for a 60 year period with a reference scenario without HSR development. Emission
figures for the reference scenario distinguish between transport modes.
 Corridor characteristics: Presents corridor characteristics with respect to section types
(tunnel, open section etc.) and corresponding shares of construction and
maintenance/renewal emissions.
 Decomposition of emissions from phases: Presents shares of total emissions from a 60 year
calculation period originating from construction, maintenance/renewal, operation and rolling
stock.
All results presented in this section relate to the reference scenario for future technology
development for all transport modes, including high speed rail infrastructure construction and
maintenance, see Section 4. Energy for operation of high speed rail is assumed with Nordic
consumption mix and is discussed elsewhere in section A 2.8.
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Corridor north: Oslo  Trondheim

Figure 4‐1: Map of alignment alternatives for the north corridor (Ø2:P and G3:Y).

Ø2:P

G3:Y

Figure 4‐2: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the north corridor; Ø2:P left and G3:Y right.
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4.1.1. Alignment Ø2:P (Østerdalen)
Figure 4‐3 shows the payback period for alignment Ø2:P through Østerdalen which in the base case
scenario is 36 years. Emissions distribution for scenarios with and without HSR is presented in Figure
4‐4. Alignment Ø2:P comes out as the alignment with the shortest payback period in terms of climate
emissions. The main reasons are summarized in Table 4‐1 which summarizes the key criteria
regarding total emissions and payback period. The Østerdalen alignment includes a considerable
share of tunnels, accounting for more than 40%. However, this share is still less than many of the
other alternatives. The alternative alignment for the north corridor, G3:Y through Gudbrandsdalen,
has a tunnel share of 62%.
The north corridor also has a relatively good market potential and a high share of the transferred
traffic coming from air transport. The alignment passes through few urban areas and therefore
requires less complicated infrastructure.

Figure 4‐3: Payback period, alignment Ø2:P (Østerdalen).

Figure 4‐4: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment Ø2:P (60 years).
Table 4‐1: Key criteria, alignment Ø2:P.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment Ø2:P

Medium

Good

High

42%

11 893/14 166/16 701

33.3/35.1/36.7
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Figure 4‐5presents infrastructure characteristics showing that the 42% of the line consisting of
tunnels make up 77% and 71% of climate emissions from construction and maintenance/renewal,
respectively.
Figure 4‐6 shows total emissions distribution for a 60 year calculation period, including
infrastructure, rolling stock and operation of the trains. Infrastructure construction and
maintenance/renewal make up more than 60% of total emissions, with the remaining mainly
originating from electricity production for operation. Construction and maintenance of rolling stock is
of minor importance.

Figure 4‐5: Alignment characteristics and associated emissions distribution, alignment Ø2:P (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐6: Emissions distribution, alignment Ø2:P (60 years).
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4.1.2. Alignment G3:Y (Gudbrandsdalen)
Payback period and total emissions level for the base case HSR scenario and the reference scenario
are presented in Figure 4‐7 and Figure 4‐8, respectively. Contrary to the alignment alternative via
Østerdalen, G3:Y via Gudbrandsdalen does not have a payback time within the 60 year calculation
period but exceeds this by a few years.
Market potential and share of transferred traffic from air, as seen in Table 4‐2, are similar for both
north corridor alternatives. The main difference in total emissions and payback period for the two
alignment alternatives is related to the physical infrastructure. Whereas the Ø2:P alignment consists
of 42% tunnels, the same figure for G3:Y is 62%. In addition the G3:Y alternative is about 9% longer
and passes through more urban areas. Both contribute to higher emissions level for the
Gudbrandsdalen line.

Figure 4‐7: Payback period, alignment G3:Y.

Figure 4‐8: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment G3:Y (60 years).
Table 4‐2: Key criteria, alignment G3:Y.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment G3:Y

High

Good

High

62%

12 030/13 840/15 910

31.9/33.5/35.0
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Figure 4‐9 presents climate emissions associated with infrastructure construction and maintenance.
The high share of tunnels and the relative importance of these sections are reflected in the results,
with tunnels contributing with 84% and 83% for construction and maintenance/renewal,
respectively.
Figure 4‐10 shows a relatively higher share of total emissions associated with infrastructure when
comparing with Ø2:P, reflecting discussion above about infrastructure characteristics. Construction
and maintenance/renewal account for two thirds of total emissions, with the remaining coming
mainly from electricity production for operation.

Figure 4‐9: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment G3:Y (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐10: Emissions distribution, alignment G3:Y (60 years).
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Corridor South: Oslo – Kristiansand – Stavanger

Figure 4‐11: Map of alignment alternatives for the south corridor (S2:P and S8:Q).

S2:P

S8:Q

Figure 4‐12: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the south corridor; S2:P left and S8:Q right.
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4.2.1. Alignment S2:P
Figure 4‐13 and Figure 4‐14 show that the S2:P alignment has a payback period longer than 60 years
and higher total emission level when compared with the reference scenario.
Table 4‐3 shows that market potential and air transfer rate are both relatively good, and comparable
with the north corridor. The tunnel share is on the other hand considerable with more than 60%. The
high tunnel share is a result of numerous shorter tunnels rather than fewer and longer, as is the case
for the north and west corridors, and follows from the technical design criteria and the need to avoid
curves and gradients.
From Table 4‐3 it should be noted that the alignment is among the longest and also passes through
several urban areas, both raising the emission levels.

Figure 4‐13: Payback period, alignment S2:P.

Figure 4‐14: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment S2:P (60 years).
Table 4‐3: Key criteria, alignment S2:P.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment S2:P

High

Good

High

61%

12 980/15 010/17 190

30.4/31.8/32.9
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Figure 4‐15 shows the alignment characteristics for the infrastructure and reflects the high tunnel
share with 83% of infrastructure emissions originating from tunnel sections for both construction and
maintenance/renewal.
Figure 4‐16 shows that infrastructure makes up close to 70% of total emissions for the 60 year
calculation period when including both construction and maintenance/renewal. Electricity
production for operation accounts for the major part of the remaining emissions.

Figure 4‐15: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment S2:P (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐16: Emissions distribution, alignment S2:P (60 years).
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4.2.2. Alignment S8:Q
Figure 4‐17 shows that similar to the S2:P alignment, the S8:Q alternative also has a payback period
exceeding the calculation period’s 60 year. Figure 4‐18 presents the total emissions for the S8:Q
alignment compared with the reference scenario without high speed line.
From Table 4‐4 it can be seen that the market potential is lower than the S2:P alternative and with
slightly lower transfer rates from air transport. S8:Q also has some more urban sections. However,
the tunnel share is lower with 53% and the total line distance is also slightly lower, both contributing
to lower emission level compared to the alternative alignment for the south corridor.

Figure 4‐17: Payback period, alignment S8:Q.

Figure 4‐18: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment S8:Q (60 years).
Table 4‐4: Key criteria, alignment S8:Q.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment S8:Q

High

Good

High

53%

11 770/13 740/15 840

30.0/30.9/31.6
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Figure 4‐19 reflects the high tunnel share with 79% and 78% of infrastructure related emissions
coming from tunnel sections for construction and maintenance/renewal, respectively. The lower
share of tunnels and higher share of urban sections for S8:Q relative to S2:P is reflected in the results
in the respective figures.
Figure 4‐20 shows a very similar emission distribution as for S2:P. Almost 70% of total emissions are
infrastructure related, while the remaining part is mainly originating from electricity production for
operation. Construction and maintenance of rolling stock has only a minor impact compared to
infrastructure and operation.

Figure 4‐19: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment S8:Q (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐20: Emissions distribution, alignment S8:Q (60 years).
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Corridor West: Oslo – Bergen

Figure 4‐21: Map of alignment alternatives for the west corridor (Ha2:P and N1:Q).

Figure 4‐22: Map of alignment alternatives for the west corridor (H1:P and BS1:P).
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Ha2:P

N1:Q

Figure 4‐23: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the west corridor; Ha2:P left and N1:Q right.

H1:P

BS1:P

Figure 4‐24: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the west corridor; H1:P left and BS1:P right.
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4.3.1. Alignment Ha2:P (Hallingdal) – TO BE UPDATED
Figure 4‐25: Payback period, alignment Ha2:P (Hallingdal).

Figure 4‐26: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment Ha2:P (60 years).
Table 4‐5: Key criteria, alignment Ha2:P.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment Ha2:P

‐

Good

High

%

10 170/11 700/13 410

35.5/36.9/38.1

Figure 4‐27: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment Ha2:P (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐28: Emissions distribution, alignment Ha2:P (60 years).
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4.3.2. Alignment H1:P (Haukeli)
Figure 4‐29 shows that the H1:P alignment via Haukeli has a payback period of more than 60 years.
Figure 4‐30 presents the corresponding total emissions compared to the reference scenario without
high speed line. The H1:P alignment is a special case since it connects three major city centres and
includes three services; Oslo – Bergen, Oslo – Stavanger and Bergen – Stavanger (via Haukeli).
Table 4‐6 shows a high share of tunnel sections, with nearly two thirds of the line going through
tunnels. The section between Bergen and Røldal includes 81% tunnel, bridges for crossing the
Hardangerfjord. The connection to Stavanger requires a subsea tunnel under the Boknafjord.
The H1:P alignment will have a good market potential by connecting three of the four largest cities in
Norway. The share of transferred traffic from air is the highest of all the alignments. The long
payback period is mainly a result of the complicated and extensive infrastructure.

Figure 4‐29: Payback period, alignment H1:P (via Haukeli)

Figure 4‐30: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment H1:P (60 years).
Table 4‐6: Key criteria, alignment H1:P.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment H1:P

High

Good

High

66%

18 490/21 680/25 030

36.7/38.2/39.5
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Figure 4‐31 presents the infrastructure characteristics and reflects the high share of tunnels with 66%
of the line distance, and associated emissions accounting for 87% and 86% total emissions for
construction and maintenance/renewal, respectively. Connecting three major cities implies more
urban sections, and can be seen in the figure from the relative contributions from urban and rural
open sections.
Figure 4‐32 shows the emissions distribution for the 60 year calculation period. Despite the extensive
infrastructure it still accounts for only about 50% of total emissions, which is a lower share compared
to most of the other alignments. The market analysis assumes the same service level (same number
of daily departures) for the three connections, resulting in a high total energy use for operation. It is
likely that a final timetable would have more coordination and a lower number of total departures on
the line. This would lower the energy use and corresponding emissions. Any potential adverse effect
on market potential from this is not quantified.

Figure 4‐31: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment H1:P (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐32: Emissions distribution, alignment H1:P (60 years).
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4.3.3. Alignment BS1:P (Bergen – Stavanger, coastal route)
Figure 4‐33 shows results for the payback period and Figure 4‐34 the total emissions with or without
high speed line between Bergen and Stavanger. The emissions associated with high speed
development are significantly higher than the reference scenario and does not give a payback time
within the 60 year calculation period.
The difference between the two scenarios is explained by Table 4‐7. While having a high transfer
share from air transport, the infrastructure with 64% tunnels combined with low market figures give
high emission levels. Low market figures imply that few travellers are shifting from other transport
modes to a potential high speed line.

Figure 4‐33: Payback period, alignment BS1:P.

Figure 4‐34: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment BS1:P (60 years).
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Table 4‐7: Key criteria, alignment BS1:P.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment BS1:P

High

Low

High

64%

3 450/3 760/4 100

34.0/35.6/36.8

Figure 4‐35 shows the significant contribution to infrastructure related emissions from the tunnel
sections. Tunnels account for 85% of infrastructure emissions for both construction and
maintenance/renewal.
Total emissions distribution for the alignment in the 60 year calculation period in Figure 4‐36 reflects
the importance of the infrastructure and high tunnel share with more than two thirds related to
infrastructure.

Figure 4‐35: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment BS1:P (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐36: Emissions distribution, alignment BS1:P (60 years).
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4.3.4. Alignment N1:Q (Numedal) – TO BE UPDATED
Figure 4‐37: Payback period, alignment N1:Q (Numedal).

Figure 4‐38: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment N1:Q (60 years).
Table 4‐8: Key criteria, alignment N1:Q.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment N1:Q

‐

Good

High

%

11 590/13 040/14 730

31.1/32.4/33.5

Figure 4‐39: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment N1:Q (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐40: Emissions distribution, alignment N1:Q (60 years).
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Corridor East: Oslo – Stockholm/Gothenburg

Figure 4‐41: Map of alignment alternatives for the east corridor to Stockholm (ST3:R and ST5:U).

Figure 4‐42: Map of alignment alternatives for the east corridor to Gothenburg (GO1:S and GO3:Q).
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ST3:R

ST5:U

Figure 4‐43: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the east corridor; ST3:R left and ST5:U right.

GO1:S

GO3:Q

Figure 4‐44: Originating mode of HSR trips, year 2024, alignments for the east corridor; GO1:S left and GO3:Q right.
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4.4.1. Alignment ST3:R (Oslo – Stockholm)
Figure 4‐45 and Figure 4‐46 show the payback period for alignment ST3:R and the total emissions
compared to the reference scenario without high speed line development. The payback time in terms
of climate emissions falls within the 60 year calculation period with 39 years.
Table 4‐9 shows that the market potential and transfer share from air are both modest, while the
tunnel share is the lowest for all alignments in the assessment with 22%. This significantly reduces
the emissions from the infrastructure compared to the north, south and west corridors.
Remark: The physical infrastructure planning for the east corridor to Stockholm stops in Karlstad. The
remaining section from Karlstad to Stockholm is therefore not included for infrastructure. Energy use
is on the other hand included for the total alignment by approximation for the remaining section,
and is described in a separate report on energy use.

Figure 4‐45: Payback period, alignment ST3:R.

Figure 4‐46: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment ST3:R (60 years).
Table 4‐9: Key criteria, alignment ST3:R.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment ST3:R

Low

Medium

Medium

22%

6 990/8 510/10 200

24.4/24.4/24.4
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Figure 4‐47 reflects the relatively low share of tunnels for the infrastructure emissions. Tunnel
sections account for 57% and 50% of construction and maintenance/renewal emissions, respectively.
Open sections in rural areas make up 24% and 40% for the same categories.
Total emissions distribution in Figure 4‐48 show that electricity production for operation accounts for
close to 60%. This reflects the incomplete accounting of the infrastructure, a low share of tunnels
and the inclusion of energy use for the complete alignment. Lower total emissions give more
importance to construction and maintenance of rolling stock compared to other corridors,
accounting for almost 3% for the ST3:R alignment.

Figure 4‐47: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment ST3:R (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐48: Emissions distribution, alignment ST3:R (60 years).
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4.4.2. Alignment ST5:U (Oslo – Stockholm)
Figure 4‐49 and Figure 4‐50 show the payback period and total emissions, respectively, for alignment
alternative ST5:U. The payback period for the climate emissions relative to a scenario without high
speed line development is 47 years.
In Table 4‐10 the tunnel share, market potential and share of transferred traffic from air are
presented. The figures are similar to the alternative ST3:R alignment alternative with modest market
potential and share of transferred traffic from air. Tunnel share is also similar with 25%. This
significantly reduces the emissions from the infrastructure compared to the north, south and west
corridors.
Remark: The physical infrastructure planning for the east corridor to Stockholm stops in Karlstad. The
remaining section from Karlstad to Stockholm is therefore not included for infrastructure. Energy use
is on the other hand included for the total alignment by approximation for the remaining section,
and is described in a separate report on energy use.

Figure 4‐49: Payback period, alignment ST5:U

Figure 4‐50: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment ST5:U (60 years).
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Table 4‐10: Key criteria, alignment ST5:U.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment ST5:U

Low

Medium

Medium

25%

6 880/8 400/10 070

24.4/24.3/24.2

Figure 4‐51 presents emissions distribution for infrastructure, with tunnels accounting for 56% and
53% of emissions for construction and maintenance/renewal, respectively. The ST5:U alignment has
more urban sections than ST3:R, and open sections in total accounts for 41% for construction and
43% for maintenance/renewal.
Figure 4‐52 shows a similar distribution to the ST3:R alignment. Electricity production for operation
accounts for close to 60%. This reflects the incomplete accounting of the infrastructure, a low share
of tunnels and the inclusion of energy use for the complete alignment. Lower total emissions give
more importance to construction and maintenance of rolling stock compared to other corridors,
accounting for close to 3% for the ST5:U alignment.

Figure 4‐51: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment ST5:U (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐52: Emissions distribution, alignment ST5:U (60 years).
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4.4.3. Alignment GO1:S (Oslo – Gothenburg)
Figure 4‐53 presents the payback period for alignment GO1:S and Figure 4‐54 the corresponding
emissions level with and without high speed line development. The GO1:S alternative does not have
a payback time within the 60 year calculation period.
The main reasons for the difference in emission levels for scenarios with and without high speed line
development can be found in Table 4‐11. Market potential for the corridor is low, meaning low traffic
transfer from other modes and few passengers for the high speed line. The main part of traffic
between Oslo and Gothenburg is car transport, with the share of transferred traffic from air being
only around 12%.
Tunnel share is low compared to other corridors and makes up 28% of the line.
Remark: The physical infrastructure planning for the east corridor to Gothenburg stops in Öxnered.
The remaining section from Öxnered to Gothenburg is therefore not included for infrastructure.
Energy use is on the other hand included for the total alignment by approximation for the remaining
section, and is described in a separate report on energy use.

Figure 4‐53: Payback period, alignment GO1:S.

Figure 4‐54: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment GO1:S (60 years).
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Table 4‐11: Key criteria, alignment GO1:S.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment GO1:S

Low

Low

Low

28%

3 400/3 940/4 550

12.3/12.1/11.9

Figure 4‐55 presents alignment characteristics and associated emissions distribution. The low tunnel
share of 28% contributes with 66% of construction emissions and 58% of maintenance/renewal
emissions.
Figure 4‐56 shows that electricity production for operation accounts for about 45%, which is higher
than for most alignments. This reflects the incomplete accounting of the infrastructure, a low share
of tunnels and the inclusion of energy use for the complete alignment. The market analysis assumes
the same service level as for the other corridors with respect to number of daily departures, resulting
in high energy use per personkilometer.

Figure 4‐55: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment GO1:S (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐56: Emissions distribution, alignment GO1:S (60 years).
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4.4.4. Alignment GO3:Q (Oslo – Gothenburg)
Payback period and total emissions level with and without high speed development are presented in
Figure 4‐57 and Figure 4‐58, respectively. The GO3:Q alternative does not have a payback time within
the 60 year calculation period.
The same main characteristics as the alternative alignment GO1:S to Gothenburg can be found in
Table 4‐12. Tunnel share is low with 25%, while market potential is the lowest of all the studied
alignments, and the share of transferred traffic from air is also low. The low tunnel share is not
enough to counter the effects of a small potential for transferred traffic and low share of air
transport.
Remark: The physical infrastructure planning for the east corridor to Gothenburg stops in Öxnered.
The remaining section from Öxnered to Gothenburg is therefore not included for infrastructure.
Energy use is on the other hand included for the total alignment by approximation for the remaining
section, and is described in a separate report on energy use.

Figure 4‐57: Payback period, alignment GO3:Q.

Figure 4‐58: Total emissions HSR vs. non‐HSR, alignment GO3:Q (60 years).
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Table 4‐12: Key criteria, alignment GO3:Q.

Key parameters

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

Alignment GO3:Q

Low

Low

Low

25%

2 830/3 320/3 870

13.7/13.3/13.0

Figure 4‐59 shows the alignment characteristics and associated emissions distribution. The tunnel
section comprises 25% of the line distance and accounts for 61% and 53% of infrastructure emissions
for construction and maintenance/renewal, respectively. Remaining emissions are dominated by
open sections and mainly by the high share of open sections in rural areas since the line crosses few
urban areas.
Figure 4‐60 shows the total emissions distribution and that infrastructure related emissions account
for approximately 50% of the total. As for alignment GO1:S, electricity production for operation has a
significant share, reflecting the incomplete accounting of the infrastructure, a low share of tunnels
and the inclusion of energy use for the complete alignment. The market analysis assumes the same
service level as for the other corridors with respect to number of daily departures, resulting in high
energy use per personkilometer.

Figure 4‐59: Alignment characteristics and associated emission distribution, alignment GO3:Q (infrastructure only).

Figure 4‐60: Emissions distribution, alignment GO3:Q (60 years).
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General discussion of results for alignment alternatives

Results and conclusions for the individual corridors and alignment alternatives vary considerably.
Table 5‐1 presents a summary of the key criteria with colour coding reflecting the effect on payback
period, i.e. green indicates a positive effect on the high speed development case.
Table 5‐1 presents some the most important alignment characteristics and information behind the
result summary provided in Table 5‐2. The tables show that none of the alignments with a high
tunnel share has a payback period that falls within the 60 year calculation period even if both market
potential and the share of transferred traffic from air are relatively good. The east corridor to
Gothenburg shows the opposite case; low tunnel share, but also low market potential and transfer
rate from air transport. The result of this combination is a clearly unfavourable case for high speed
development for passenger transport, even if the full infrastructure is not accounted for, as the
market potential and transferred traffic are simply too low.
Alignment alternatives for the Oslo – Stockholm corridor have low tunnel shares and market
potential and transfer rates from air transport falling in the medium category compared to the other
alignments. The result is a payback period of 39 and 47 years, but it should be emphasized that like
the Gothenburg connection, this corridor does not account for the complete alignment in terms of
infrastructure either. Accounting for the full infrastructure would prolong the payback period.
Table 5‐1: Summary of key criteria for alignment alternatives.

Corridor

Alignment

Tunnel share

Market (pass./day)
2024/2043/2060

Share of transferred traffic
from air (% of trips)
2024/2043/2060

North

Ø2:P

42%

11 893/14 166/16 701

33.3/35.1/36.7

North

G3:Y

62%

12 030/13 840/15 910

31.9/33.5/35.0

South

S2:P

61%

12 980/15 010/17 190

30.4/31.8/32.9

South

S8:Q

53%

11 770/13 740/15 840

30.0/30.9/31.6

West

Ha2:P

To be
announced

10 170/11 700/13 410

35.5/36.9/38.1

West

H1:P

66%

18 490/21 680/25 030

36.7/38.2/39.5

West

BS1:P

64%

3 450/3 760/4 100

34.0/35.6/36.8

West

N1:Q

To be
announced

11 590/13 040/14 730

31.1/32.4/33.5

East

ST3:R *

22%

6 990/8 510/10 200

24.4/24.4/24.4

East

ST5:U *

25%

6 880/8 400/10 070

24.4/24.3/24.2

East

GO1:S **

28%

3 400/3 940/4 550

12.3/12.1/11.9

East

GO3:Q **

25%

2 830/3 320/3 870

13.7/13.3/13.0

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered

Another case worth mentioning is the BS1:P alignment, which connects Bergen and Stavanger via a
coastal route. The alignment has a complicated infrastructure combined with a low market potential.
The result is a significant difference in emission levels for a scenario with and without high speed
development. This is also reflected in the figure for climate emissions per person‐kilometre, where
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the coastal alignment has the highest figure, followed by the two alignment alternatives to
Gothenburg.
The alignments with the lowest emissions per person‐kilometre are also the ones with the shortest
payback period, ranging from 52.5 to 87.5 g CO2e/pkm when excluding BS1:P and the east corridors
with incomplete infrastructure planning.
Table 5‐2: Summary of results for emission levels.

Corridor

Alignment

HSR, total CO2e
(mill. tons, 60
years)

Without HSR,
total CO2e (mill.
tons, 60 years)

HSR minus
non‐HSR
(mill. tons)

HSR
CO2e/pkm
(grams)

Payback
period
(years)

North

Ø2:P

6.68

8.99

‐2.31

52.5

36

North

G3:Y

8.98

8.55

0.42

75.4

> 60

South

S2:P

9.55

8.03

1.52

82.8

> 60

South

S8:Q

8.53

7.23

1.30

77.7

> 60

West

Ha2:P

To be announced

West

H1:P

15.70

13.63

2.06

87.5

> 60

West

BS1:P

4.66

2.10

2.56

245.8

> 60

West

N1:Q

To be announced

East

ST3:R *

3.45

4.06

‐0.61

51.7

39

East

ST5:U *

3.67

4.01

‐0.34

53.6

47

East

GO1:S **

3.11

1.13

1.98

178.7

> 60

East

GO3:Q **

2.92

1.01

1.91

168.3

> 60

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered

5.1.

Comparison to literature

In Figure 5‐1 the results for the emission figures (grams of CO2e/pkm) for the individual alignments in
Table 5‐2 are compared to findings from other international studies. We first discuss variations
within the NHSRA alignments.
Variation within NHSRA alignments: tunnels and market
The figure illustrates well the large variety of HSER concepts assessed in the LHSRA project.
Differences in infrastructure characteristics and market potential cause a widespread of GHG
emissions per person‐km travelling on the HSR line. Alternatives with complicated infrastructure and
low market potential have a high figure per pkm; this effect is most notable on the BS1:P coastal
alignment between Bergen and Stavanger.
The effect of the market potential is demonstrated best by the east corridors to Gothenburg. The
alignments to Gothenburg both have a low tunnel share compared with the other corridors, yet the
low market potential result in high emission levels per person‐kilometre since the emissions from
infrastructure construction and maintenance is distributed on few passengers, even when
infrastructure development is only included up to Öxnered. The alignments to Stockholm perform
much better per person‐km; however, the good performance per person‐km is highly dependent of
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the limited infrastructure scope. Only about one third of the necessary infrastructure development
towards Stockholm is included in GHG calculations.

Figure 5‐1: Comparison of results in this study to other European studies. Note that BS1:P, GO1:S and GO3:Q fall out of
the scale of the graph.

Variation compared to literature: market and electricity
The share of GHG emissions from infrastructure is generally higher for the alignments in the NHSRA
compared to what is reported in literature. The emissions associated with operation are largely
similar, especially when comparing with Schlaupitz and the UIC study. The reason for the similarities
with these two studies, although, is very different. Schlaupitz modelled operation with an emission
intensity of electricity of 250 gCO2 per kWh, which is in the same scale as the 166 g assumed in this
study.
The UIC report assumes the national mix. The Spanish production mix is dominated by coal, with
natural gas providing a second large fossil source, giving an intensity of about 500 gCO2e per kWh.
Market therefore is the reason why the Madrid‐Leida operational contribution compares to the
results for the NHSRA alignments; see the Spanish and Swedish HSR market reported in Figure 3‐4.
Market is also the reason why the share from infrastructure is much lower for the UIC corridors, with
total passenger numbers ten times higher than most of the NHSRA alignments.
Single‐track and double‐track
The Swedish Bothnia Line represents a special case as a single‐track corridor, and is designed for
speeds up to 250 km/h (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010). The tunnel share is a modest 13%, and
tunnels are constructed without concrete tunnel liner, see Appendix A2.2.4.
The Norwegian study is made for a double‐track line (Schlaupitz 2008). This study assumes double‐
track tunnels (single‐tube tunnel, as opposed to the NHSRA twin‐tube tunnels) and a simpler tunnel
construction with less concrete. Emissions factors for concrete production further contribute to
lower emissions, see Appendix A 2.6.
Other European studies shown in Figure 5‐1 represent high speed lines with significantly lower
tunnel shares than most of the NHSRA alignments; for the UK (Network Rail, 2009) and Germany
(Rozycki et al., 2003), yet considerably higher emission intensity in the electricity used for operation.
Market potentials are further discussed in Section 3.5, to highlight the significant difference between
market potential for the proposed NHSRA lines and European and other international high speed
lines, with a direct impact on the emission level per pkm.
Transferred and generated markets
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The results presented above in Figure 5‐1, as in most situations where HSR is compared to other
transport modes, include the whole HSR market, both the transferred and generated markets.
Benefits for GHG emissions may only be claimed for passengers would travel by other means if HSR is
not developed, i.e., for the transferred markets.
Generation of new markets may be important for business development of HSR, yet they may reduce
the GHG performance of a HSR concept as they will cause more train departures, more maintenance,
and more infrastructure wear per transferred passenger.

5.2.

Comparison with other transport modes

The comparison of HSR development to the reference scenario of non‐HSR depends on the relative
emission intensity of person transport by HSR compared to alternatives; car, bus, air, ferry and classic
rail.
Figure 5‐2presents the GHG emission intensity of the alignments evaluated, and compares HSR to the
alternative transports. The temporal development of the transport modes is included where
available, i.e., for private car, bus, air and high‐speed ferry. The grey dots mark the modelled
intensity in 2024, the first year of operation of the HSR lines, with the blue line indicating boundaries
for the emission intensity on high/low scenarios and for the entire period where development over
time is included.
We may draw a few interesting conclusions from this figure:




As we have seen already there is a large variation between the HSR concepts, where some of
the lines perform worse in grams CO2e per person‐km than air transport.
The large potential of HSR is when it replaces air transport, which is much higher in emission
intensity than road‐based transport and classic rail.
High‐speed ferry has very high emission intensity per passenger‐km.

Figure 5‐2: Comparison of results for HSR alignments in gCO2e per person‐km, compared to results for the other
transport modes. Grey dot marks for HSR the baseline result, with blue line indicating results with other electricity for
operation. Grey dot marks for the other transport modes the reference scenario in GHG intensity, with the blue line
indicating boundaries for high and low emission futures. Air transport only shown for the Oslo‐Trondheim flight.
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Sensitivity – electricity for operation

Table 5‐3 presents results for the different alignment alternatives from varying the assumption
regarding electricity production for operation of the trains. Whereas the baseline scenario presented
in the results uses a Nordic consumption mix, Table 5‐3 presents key results from scenarios with
Norwegian and European consumption mixes. See Appendix A 2.8 for a discussion of electricity
production.
Compared to the results in Table 5‐2 it is clear that assumptions regarding electricity mix for
operation have a significant impact on the results and conclusions. The lower emission intensity for
the Norwegian consumption mix and the higher intensity of the European mix imply reduced and
increased payback periods, respectively.
The Ø2:P alignment gets a reduction in the payback period of 10 years; from 36 to 26, while with
European mix the payback period is still within the 60 year calculation period with 50 years.
Alignment G3:Y through Gudbrandsdalen, the south corridor alternatives S2:P and S8:Q, and the
west corridor alternative H1:P all obtain a payback period of less than 60 years by assuming a
Norwegian electricity mix. For H1:P it should be noted that the significant reduction is a result of a
high share of total emissions from operation, as seen in Figure 4‐32, which is again the result of the
full service assumption from the market analysis for all three lines included in the alignment.
Payback period for three of the alignments exceeds 60 years regardless of electricity mix. The
alignments are the coastal route between Bergen and Stavanger, and both the east corridor
alternatives to Gothenburg.
Results from testing for a scenario with European electricity mix changes the payback period to more
than 60 years for all alignments except Ø2:P.
Table 5‐3: Sensitivity for electricity mix for operation.

Corridor

Alignment

HSR CO2e/pkm

Payback period

(grams)

(years)

NO/European mix

NO/European mix

North

Ø2:P

37.3/65.3

26/50

North

G3:Y

55.5/92.0

42/> 60

South

S2:P

62.0/100.2

51/> 60

South

S8:Q

58.1/94.1

50/> 60

West

Ha2:P

To be announced

West

H1:P

53.3/116.2

36/> 60

West

BS1:P

184.3/297.4

> 60/> 60

West

N1:Q

To be announced

East

ST3:R *

26.8/72.5

19/> 60

East

ST5:U *

28.4/74.8

22/> 60

East

GO1:S **

110.5/235.9

> 60/> 60

East

GO3:Q **

102.1/223.8

> 60/> 60

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered
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For the east corridor alternatives to Stockholm, the effect of electricity production scenarios is
particularly strong. The incomplete accounting of the total infrastructure and complete
approximation for energy use implies that operation makes up a larger part of total emissions, as
seen in Figure 4‐48 and Figure 4‐52. The result is a higher sensitivity to assumptions about electricity
production. This is the same mechanism as described above for H1:P, but for a different reason.
Total number of personkilometers is constant in the sensitivity analysis and emissions intensities vary
in the same way and for the same reasons as the payback period.

5.4.

Domestic and nondomestic GHG emissions

Table 5‐4 presents estimated figures for domestic and non‐domestic emissions. The distribution is
based on general assumptions from the Phase 2 report (Svånå (Ed.) 2011). Emissions from the
following processes are assumed as occurring domestically:
 Machinery and fuel use for excavation and transportation of materials and components
 Electricity during construction and maintenance
 Gravel/ballast
Remaining processes are assumed to occur abroad, mainly including the material production. The
split between domestic and non‐domestic emissions represents an approximation and a simplified
approach to give an idea about magnitudes rather than a correct representation of the emissions
distribution.
Table 5‐4: Estimated distribution of emissions between domestic and non‐domestic

Corridor

Alignment

Infrastructure5 % domestic
CO2e

Total HSR

% domestic
Total HSR,

(mill. tons)

Infrastructure CO2e
only
(mill. tons)

incl. operation

North

Ø2:P

4.27

23.8%

6.68

49.8%

North

G3:Y

6.05

21.9%

8.98

46.1%

South

S2:P

6.59

21.5%

9.55

44.7%

South

S8:Q

5.86

21.9%

8.53

45.1%

West

Ha2:P

To be announced

West

H1:P

8.17

21.5%

15.7

57.7%

West

BS1:P

3.22

21.6%

4.66

44.7%

West

N1:Q

To be announced

East

ST3:R *

1.38

26.5%

3.45

67.8%

East

ST5:U *

1.50

24.8%

3.67

66.2%

East

GO1:S **

1.63

25.9%

3.11

59.0%

East

GO3:Q **

1.48

26.2%

2.92

60.1%

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered

5

Including construction and maintenance/renewal.
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In general, the domestic emissions related to transport is considered to be an overestimation, since
transport of several materials and components are likely to originate from abroad. Similarly,
emissions from material production abroad is considered to represent an overestimation of non‐
domestic emissions, as some materials and components are likely to be produced domestically.
The figures in Table 5‐4 separate between infrastructure related emissions and emissions from
energy production for operation of the trains. Following the above assumptions, domestic emissions
account for about one fifth to one fourth of infrastructure related emissions. If operation energy is
included in the figures and assigned to domestic production, domestic emissions account for about
45% to two third of total HSR emissions. The highest domestic share is associated with the eastern
corridors with incomplete infrastructure, thereby assigning more relative importance to the
operation phase. Alignment BS1:P also has high energy use relative to total emissions (see Figure
4‐36), and therefore a domestic share similar to the east corridors when including operation energy.
Contributions from rolling stock construction and maintenance is assigned to non‐domestic origin.
Alternative methods to emissions accounting divides the economy into different sectors and
estimate emission levels and origin through accounting of trade of goods and services within the
economy. Applying this method to the Norwegian construction sector gives around 40% of sector
emissions occurring domestically (Solli 2009). The distribution between domestic and non‐domestic
emissions will be sensitive to where the cement and steel is produced.
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General conclusions

This report presents the results for the assessment of climate emissions (as measured in kg CO2e) for
scenarios with and without high speed development for four corridors with different alignment
alternatives. The results show large variation in terms of emission levels and payback period.
 Infrastructure challenges and market control payback time
The Norwegian topography, landscape and settlement pattern are challenging for infrastructure
construction in general, and so also for potential high speed lines. Strict design criteria require many
and long tunnel sections, giving a tunnel share of more than 60% for several alignment options.
Tunnel construction is material intensive, and especially the extensive use of concrete associated
with tunnelling makes the results sensitive to the share of tunnels.
As a result the infrastructure construction and maintenance/renewal accounts for 50‐70 % of GHG
emissions from the HSR concepts in the assessment period, with most alignments in the 65‐70 %
bracket. The remaining share is mainly associated with electricity for operation, while production and
operation of rolling stock account for a modest share of a few percent.
Market potential for the corridors is the second important parameter for the results. Norway has
small settlement areas and long distances compared to many other European and international
existing high speed lines. Emissions associated with constructing and operating high speed rail
infrastructure are therefore distributed on fewer passengers.
 Transferred traffic from air pushes the GHG emissions in favour of HSR development.
The potential for HSR as a GHG reducing measure depends on the share of traffic that is transferred
from air. Air traffic is the single largest GHG contributor for travels made on the corridors, when
aggregated per person‐km6.
Figure 5‐2 shows that transport by passenger car, long‐distance bus and classic rail generally perform
better per person‐km than most of the assessed alignments. The benefit from HSR therefore
depends on the share and volume of traffic transferred from air.
 There are alignments that have positive GHG payback periods
Operation of the high speed lines are assessed through a 60 year calculation period, and the payback
period relative to a reference scenario without high speed development is calculated. Several of the
corridors and alignments have a payback period that falls within the 60 year period, while for others
it exceeds the calculation period.
The north corridor’s alignment alternative through Østerdalen has an estimated payback period of 36
years, and the eastern corridor’s two alignments to Stockholm have payback periods of 39 and 47
years. However, it should be noted that for these two alternatives the full alignment is not accounted
for in terms of infrastructure.
Emission reductions from construction of high speed lines are dependent on a significant portion of
travellers on the route shifting from other and more emissions intensive transport modes and to high
speed rail, and particularly from air transport.
 Conclusions are generally robust for varying electricity mixes
Electricity evaluations generally do not alter ranking between corridors. More corridors have payback
periods within the assessment period with Norwegian electricity.
The best option, north corridor Ø2:P Oslo‐Trondheim via Østerdalen remains the alignment
alternative with shortest payback period, under 60 years for all electricity mixes.

6

High‐speed ferry has the largest GHG intensity per person‐km, but does not pose a large share of the current
traffic on any of the corridors.
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Table 6‐1: Summary of main results.

Corridor

Alignment

HSR minus non‐HSR,
mill. tons CO2e

Payback period (years)
Baseline (low‐high)

Baseline (low/high)

North

Ø2:P

‐2.31 (‐4.25/‐0.69)

36 (26‐50)

North

G3:Y

0.42 (‐1.94/2.40)

> 60 (42 ‐ > 60)

South

S2:P

1.52 (‐0.88/3.53)

> 60 (51 ‐ > 60)

South

S8:Q

1.30 (‐0.85/3.10)

> 60 (50 ‐ > 60)

West

Ha2:P

To be announced

West

H1:P

2.06 (‐4.07/7.21)

> 60 (36 ‐ > 60)

West

BS1:P

2.56 (1.39/3.53)

> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)

West

N1:Q

To be announced

East

ST3:R *

‐0.61 (‐2.27/0.78)

39 (19 ‐ > 60)

East

ST5:U *

‐0.34 (‐2.07/1.11)

47 (22 ‐ > 60)

East

GO1:S **

1.98 (0.79/2.97)

> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)

East

GO3:Q **

1.91 (0.76/2.87)

> 60 (> 60 ‐ > 60)

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered
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Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity for technology assumptions

Table A‐ 1 presents results for scenarios with different trends for technology improvements.
Electricity production is Nordic consumption mix, as in Table 5‐2. The sensitivity distinguishes
between two scenarios; low emission and high emission future. Low emission refers to a scenario
with stronger technological improvements, and vice versa for the high emission alternative. The
scenarios affect the reference scenario, i.e. the technology for alternative transport modes and
emission levels associated with not developing high speed rail. Stronger technological innovations
and improvements for air, road and other transport modes imply reduced potential for emissions
reduction from high speed rail development. The opposite effect is associated with the high emission
future alternative, i.e. less technology improvements. A further discussion of the low and high
emission alternatives is provided in Appendix 3.
Table A‐ 1: Sensitivity results for technology scenarios.

Corridor

Alignment

Payback period
(years)
Low emission/High emission

North

Ø2:P

40/33

North

G3:Y

> 60/58

South

S2:P

> 60/> 60

South

S8:Q

> 60/> 60

West

Ha2:P

To be announced

West

H1:P

> 60/> 60

West

BS1:P

> 60/> 60

West

N1:Q

To be announced

East

ST3:R *

44/35

East

ST5:U *

53/42

East

GO1:S **

> 60/> 60

East

GO3:Q **

> 60/> 60

* Infrastructure planning only until Karlstad
** Infrastructure planning only until Öxnered

Table A‐ 1 shows that the effect of the technology development scenarios is less than for the
electricity production scenarios. The low emission alternative increases the payback period and the
high emission alternative reduces it. The G3:Y alignment through Gudbrandsdalen gets a payback
period of 58 years for the high emission alternative.
The Ø2:P alignment changes from 36 to 40 and 33 for the low and high emission alternatives,
respectively.

A 1.2.

Sensitivity combinations

The sensitivity analysis provided for operation energy is discussed in Section 5.3 and shows effects of
assumptions regarding electricity production for train operation. Appendix A 1.1 presents
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corresponding results for technology developments for different transport modes. Figure A‐ 1
presents a collection of the sensitivity results, using alignment alternative Ø2:P as example. Three
points are highlighted in the time series and represent payback periods for three different
combinations of sensitivity alternatives:


Left point: low emission scenario for technology, Norwegian consumption mix for operation
energy
 Middle point: reference scenario for technology, Nordic consumption mix for operation
energy
 Right point: high emission scenario for technology, European electricity scenario for
operation energy
The left point represents an alternative in line with a low emission future with Norwegian
electricity for the operation phase for high speed rail and significant technology improvements
for competing transport modes. The opposite is the case for the right point, while the middle
point represents the baseline result as discussed for the Ø2:P alignment in Section 4.1.1.

Figure A‐ 1: Sensitivity combinations for alignment Ø2:P.

Payback period for the three combinations is 29, 36 and 45 years. Norwegian electricity mix reduces
the payback period compared to the baseline scenario, while the technology assumption for
competing transport modes reduces their associated emission intensities, and hence the potential
emission reductions from transferred traffic to high speed rail. For the right point in Figure A‐ 1 the
mechanisms work in the opposite way.
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Emissions model for highspeed rail

Key assumptions

The infrastructure inventory for HSR is based on the elements previously modelled for Norwegian rail
sections, with some further developments:


Open section railway
o In urban areas same as the open section connecting the Follobanen tunnel and Ski
station, i.e., with considerable inputs of constructional elements, for boundaries,
underpasses etc.
o In rural areas, as for urban but with all of constructional elements removed.
 Railway bridges
o Bridge structure modelled same as Norwegian road bridges (Hammervold 2009),
adjusted for recommended bridge width and lengths
o Railway track and technical components identical to open sections
 Steel types
o Armouring and construction steel set as typical reinforcing steel, i.e., un‐alloyed
“carbon” steel
o Steel bolts used in tunnel rock reinforcing same as for armouring
o High‐quality steel for technical installations set as market average low‐alloy steel
o Rails set same as for technical installations
o Changes are made based on recommendations in a recent UIC report (Tuchschmid et
al. 2011b)
 Cement manufacture updated to 2010, with developments towards 2050
o Use of secondary fuel, assumed 37 % of total energy use throughout period
o Use of secondary materials in cement; i.e., fly ash, from 5 % in 2010 to 37 % in 2050
o The scenarios are based on (Grossrieder 2011a, Grossrieder and Pettersen 2011),
with some modifications
 Steel manufacture
o Energy efficiency improvements in production processes, increased from 5 % in 2010
to 20 % in 2050 compared to original EcoInvent processes dating from early 2000
o Use of recycled steel, up from 37 % average in 2010 to 60 % in 2050
o The scenarios are based on (Grossrieder 2011a, Grossrieder and Pettersen 2011),
with some modifications
 Construction processes in transport and machinery
o Fuel consumption reduced by 20 % from 2010 to 2050
o This estimate is based on our model assumption for passenger buses (coach), which
have the same improvement through the period 2010‐2050.
 Operation of f rail infrastructure is included under maintenance. In this we include operation
of switches, signals and tunnel ventilation.
The improvements for steel and cement manufacture as well as for the construction machinery, are
implemented as parameters in the life‐cycle model, allowing investigation of construction and
maintenance in any of the years in the period. It also allows flexible testing of new scenarios.

A 2.2.

Tunnels

The physical planning group has recommended double track lines and two independent tunnel runs
for the entire HSR line. The inventory for the double track tunnel is based on the recent life‐cycle
assessment for the Follo line (Follobanen), which included a 19 km tunnel section, also with two
independent runs. The inventory structure and main contents is described elsewhere (Korsmo and
Bergsdal 2011). The following lists the main differences from the Follobanen case:


New steel types used for both armouring, rails and high‐quality applications
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Steel and cement modelled for 2020 technology
Use of cement for securing; i.e., injection cement, reduced by 75 %, based on the indicated
normal requirements for cement for securing. This brings the use down from 4.5 tonnes to
1.1 tonnes per m tunnel.
The resulting tunnel construction process is presented in the next figure, with emissions indicated for
various parts of the tunnel. Main contributions are transport processes, plus materials for tunnel
liner (concrete liner elements), and rock reinforcement (steel bolts, cement injection and shotcrete).

Figure A‐ 2: Greenhouse gas emissions (kg CO2e) per m double track tunnel modelled in this report, constructed with
2020 technology.

A2.2.1. Tunnel lengths
The Follobanen tunnel inventory, upon which the NHSRA tunnel is based, is a 19 km tunnel section,
implying a significant input of supporting infrastructure elements (roads, side tunnels), connecting
tunnels between the tunnel runs, and escape tunnels. These are all estimated according to the
technical guidelines from Jernbaneverket.
Shorter tunnels under 500 m do not require the same supporting tunnel system, and we therefore
need to investigate to what extent the Follobanen tunnel does represent the average tunnel for a
HSR line. We therefore summarize in Figure A‐ 3 and Figure A‐ 4 the fraction of tunnels that are
under 500 m length, and the distribution of tunnel lengths for the various corridor lines. Alignments
BS1:P, Ha2:P and N1:Q are not included.
The plots show that there are no lines where tunnels in the bracket 0‐1 km represent over one third
of tunnel length, and for most lines they are not more than 15 %. Several of the corridors have single
tunnels longer than 19 km. We therefore conclude that the Follobanen tunnel is a good basis for
average tunnels for HSR in Norway.
The Follobanen tunnel design is compliant with the NHSRA technical work groups, in terms of
amount of connecting tunnels, escape and access tunnels in excavation7. Compared to Botniabanan,
the amount of safety and support tunnels actually are a bit low8. Considering the expected remote
location of most alignments, and the length of average tunnel sections, we would expect the figures
here to be in the lower end of final tunnel designs.
7

Assumed 15 m length of connecting tunnels (25 meter between tube centerlines), one every 500 tunnel
meters. For Follobanen it is planned 940 m escape tunnels, 570 connecting, and 5 540 meters access tunnels
for a twin tube section of 19 km.
8
Botniabanan; a typical 3.2 km single‐track tunnel requires 2 265 meters service tunnel, and 360 meters access
tunnel.
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Figure A‐ 3: Cumulative distribution of tunnel lengths, for lines in corridor set 1

Figure A‐ 4: Cumulative distribution of tunnel lengths, for lines in corridor set 2

A2.2.2. Tunnels in literature
It is relevant to compare the NHSRA tunnel with what is reported in literature. This is presented in
Figure A‐ 5 below.
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Figure A‐ 5: Literature review for greenhouse gas emissions from tunnel construction. Results compare single track and
double track tunnels as described by literature (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010, Schlaupitz 2008, Åkerman 2011,
Tuchschmid et al. 2011b, Korsmo and Bergsdal 2010) and the tunnel used for NHSRA.

The figure summarizes what is considered the most relevant and recent literature results for Sweden
(Botniabanan: Stripple and Uppenberg 2010; Europabanan: Åkerman 2011), Norway (Schlaupitz
2008), and Europe general (UIC, Tuchschmid et al 2011). Stripple and Uppenberg describe both short
and longer tunnels, the main difference being demand for support tunnels and roads. We present
two results based on the UIC report, the first is the results reported by the study (original) and the
second shows the results when using the emission intensities as given for NHSRA for steel and
concrete (adapted).
Moreover, we present the results for the original Follobanen tunnel section using 2020 technology,
and with a low‐ tech option where 75 % of injection cement, all of tunnel liners, and PE foam is
removed from the inventory. The low tech tunnel is modelled to equivalent to the double track
tunnel described by Åkerman, and shows that results indeed are comparable. The Åkerman study
describes a proposed high‐speed line connecting Stockholm and Malmö in Sweden, using emission
intensities for various single track units from the Botniabanan study and conversion factors varying
within 1.25 – 2 to extrapolate double track intensities (Åkerman 2011).
The remaining difference between the NHSRA tunnel and the Botniabanan and Europabanan results
may be explained by low‐emission Swedish electricity in construction, and adaptation in some of the
materials to better environmental performance of specific suppliers when compared to the average
technology (Uppenberg 2011). A more detailed insight into the Åkerman and Botniabanan numbers
is not possible given that further documentation for the Bothnia line is not available.
Based on this brief review, we point to the following causes for the variation seen in the literature
values:




Use and amounts thereof, of cement for shotcrete, liner elements, and injection cement for
rock securing
Emission intensity for main materials; steel, cement and PE foam
Shared double track tunnel (e.g., Schlaupitz), or two runs (this study, UIC 2011, Åkerman
2011)
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The next few sections discuss the listed issues, with a focus on material requirements modelled in
the studies, and the corresponding emission factors.
A2.2.3. Rock reinforcement
Distribution between materials in rock securing is detailed in Figure A‐ 6 for the tunnel modelled in
NHSRA, indicating that significant inputs are made by most of the listed materials, including the
polyurethane foam that serves to seal water leaks and protect the concrete surface.

Figure A‐ 6: Greenhouse gas emissions from materials used in rock reinforcement (securing)

Injection cement
The NHSRA tunnel is based on the tunnel inventory established for Follobanen. The original
Follobanen inventory assumes 4230 kg injection cement for securing per m double track tunnel (with
independent runs). To compare, Schlaupitz states in Appendix 4 a requirement of 300 kg per single
track tunnel, bringing it to 600 kg per double track line (Schlaupitz 2008). In a study to summarize use
of injection cement for various rock conditions in Norway, Statens vegvesen presents experiences
from 33 tunnel projects, in which all the tunnels compare to a typical single tunnel run for HSR, with
tunnel sections varying within 60‐90 m2. Unless meeting cracked rock formations, most sections
report injection cement use in the interval 400‐1000 kg per meter tunnel (Statens vegvesen
Undated). The large volume used in the Follobanen inventory is unexpected also since it is not
reported as an especially challenging rock formation (Graarud 2011).
Given the large difference between expected averages for tunnels and the amount of injection
concrete modelled for Follobanen, we reduce the use of injection cement with 75 % to bring the
result more in line with values seen in the literature, especially the report from Statens vegvesen.
This gives 1057 kg injection cement per m double track tunnel.
Polyurethane foam
The NHSRA tunnel assumes 235 kg polyurethane foam (PE foam) per m double track tunnel. In
comparison, Schlaupitz assumes 0.65 m3 foam for a double track tunnel, which equals about 50 kg
depending on the assumed density of the material. In terms of the emission intensity for the PE
foam, we use the standard EcoInvent PE process (polyurethane rigid foam, at plant/RER; 4.2 kg CO2e
per kg PE), resulting in an intensity about twice the value assumed by Schlaupitz (2008), where PE
foam is represented by a material half polyethene and half polystyrene.
Also the Botniabanan study includes PE foam, although only for occasions where water leakage is
observed, which probably reduces the amount of foam used considerably; see page 39 in (Stripple
and Uppenberg 2010).
Shotcrete
The NHSRA tunnel assumes 4 m3 shotcrete per meter double track tunnel, which compares well to
the 80mm shotcrete layer indicated by Stripple and Uppenberg for Botniabanan (Stripple and
Uppenberg 2010) and 10 cm by Schlaupitz (Schlaupitz 2008).
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A2.2.4. Tunnel liner
The NHSRA tunnel copies the liner volume and dimensions from Follobanen, i.e., 8 m3 concrete per
double track tunnel to protect. All tunnels on Botniabanan are constructed without use of liners,
while Schlaupitz assumed 6 m3 concrete lining per m tunnel in addition to the armoured shotcrete.
The NHRSA tunnel consist of slightly over 1000 kg cement per m tunnel for injection (rock securing),
plus a 10 cm layer of shotcrete and quite heavy concrete liners. Cement injection for rock securing is
further described in the next section. The concrete liners represent 8 m3 concrete per m double
track tunnel. The Botniabanan study only considers single track tunnels (Stripple and Uppenberg
2010). The data do not include any lining besides a 80 mm layer of shotcrete (sprøytebetong). It is
not possible to extract from the Botniabanan report the amount of cement injected during blasting
operation, however, the results indicate that it must be relatively small amounts.
Discussions in the physical planning groups indicate that a significantly larger volume of concrete
may be recommended for the HSR tunnels, due to change in tunnel construction practices towards
more durable designs9. The current practice is rock reinforcement with PE foam and shotcrete, lined
with concrete liner elements. The expected future practice is larger volumes of armourless concrete
filled at site to thickness of minimum 30 cm. For the typical HSR tunnels used in this project this
would equal 7‐8 m3 concrete per tunnel run, i.e., up to 16 m3 concrete filling per m double track
tunnel.

A 2.3.

Bridges

We base our bridge on the bridges described by Statens vegvesen for average situations in Norway
(Hammervold 2009); which describes typical material requirements for bridge construction and
maintenance in Norway for steel and concrete road bridges. Railway components are added using
the track and technical components described for open track for Follobanen (Korsmo and Bergsdal
2010). We assume an even combination of steel and concrete bridges and estimate three bridge
classes for the HSR line, following the classification used in the cost analysis:





Length < 50 m, set to length 25 m
Length 50‐100 m, set to length 75 m
Length > 100 m, set to length 150 m
Specials are modelled identical to bridges over 100 m in length.

“Specials” are non‐standard bridges of varying length and complexity. For instance, the H1:P line
contains a >1 500 meter bridge across the Hardangerfjord. Naturally, such a bridge involve more than
the standard bridge in terms of material inputs per meter section. It also contains more length than
the 150 meters assumed in this study. However, as a simplification all bridges are classified as one of
the above three lengths. The specials will influence the intensity of the specific line section, but will
not significantly affect the GHG emissions from the development of total alignments.
All bridge sections are double track, and are modelled as two separate single track bridges of width
7.8 m, following the physical planning group recommendations10. The Statens vegvesen report
inventory is based on multiple constructed bridges with large variation in size. Comparing the various
bridges they conclude that both steel and concrete requirements increased linearly with the area of
the bridge for both bridge types. We therefore model all bridges classes identical in terms of inputs
required per m2 bridge.
Resulting greenhouse gas emissions per m bridge for the NHRSA bridges are compared to literature
in Figure A‐ 7. The NHSRA steel and concrete bridges do show some difference in the original
9

Svein Sørheim, 2011: Norconsult AS. Email correspondence and personal communications November and
December 2011.
10
Draft report per July 5th 2011 from group 7.2: High speed rail (HSR) Constructions – design basis
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inventories as they appear in the report for Statens vegvesen (Hammervold 2009), but the update to
2020 technology removes this differences.

Figure A‐ 7: Literature review for greenhouse gas emissions from bridge construction. Results compare single track and
double track bridges as described by literature (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010, Schlaupitz 2008, Åkerman 2011,
Tuchschmid et al. 2011b, Korsmo and Bergsdal 2010) and the bridges used for NHSRA.

A 2.4.

Open sections

The basis for the open section modelled in this study modelled as the open section connecting Ski
station and the Follobanen tunnel, as described by Korsmo and Bergsdal (2011). The Ski connection
contains some construction elements, underpasses and similar. From this section we define two
types of sections, to better accommodate the intentions of the HSR assessment:


Open section in urban areas, are assumed identical to the Ski connection, with 10 km urban
section assumed for each main station (Bergen, Stavanger, Trondheim) and 5 km for all other
stations
 Open sections in rural areas are assumed as the connection to Ski but with all construction
elements removed. This leaves ground preparations, ballast and tracks, as well as the
technical and signalling components.
Full inventories for the Ski connection are described by Korsmo and Bergsdal (2010).
Resulting emission intensity of the open section is given in Figure A‐ 8, together with a brief review
open sections identified in literature.
Schlaupitz separates emissions from construction directly, while we for the other studies have used
some extrapolation techniques. For Botniabanan (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010), the single track
results show very high emission values for the electric power and control systems, much higher than
any of the other studies. This may very well be due to wider system boundaries, which tend to
increase the emissions when more of the system components are included. The Åkerman study is
basically an extrapolation of the Botniabanan figures, and should therefore show the same
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tendency11. When it does not, this is because it relies on the values in the separate EPDs12, which the
authors have stated are corrected in the summary report for Botniabanan that are used here for the
Botniabanan infrastructure elements (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010).

Figure A‐ 8: Literature review for greenhouse gas emissions from construction of open section railway. Results compare
single track and double track sections as described by literature (Stripple and Uppenberg 2010, Schlaupitz 2008, Åkerman
2011, Tuchschmid et al. 2011b, Korsmo and Bergsdal 2010) and the sections used for NHSRA.

We note also that the UIC report supports a difference in the emissions between ballasted track and
slab track. The numbers in the figure are made assuming that the technical life of slab track is twice
that of ballasted, although this is not stated in the UIC report (Tuchschmid et al. 2011b). Slab track
suppliers state much longer lifetimes, up to 120 years (Kiani, Parry and Ceney 2007). A brief review
of slab track inventories show agreement between studies for the materials used; approximately 500
kg steel rails, 150 kg steel for armouring, and around 2.5 m3 concrete slab per m double track
(Rozycki et al. 2003, Kiani et al. 2007, Tuchschmid et al. 2011b). With emission intensities used for
NHSRA for the materials, this gives 1.6 – 1.8 tonnes CO2e per m double track in construction.
The expected lifetime is the main deciding factor in the comparison between slab and ballasted
tracks. All NHSRA sections are modelled with ballasted tracks, although slab probably will be used
for at least parts of the line, in tunnels and bridge sections. Slab tracks imply more investment per m
track in construction, with gains in maintenance and technical lifetime when compared to ballasted
tracks. The assumption made in this study to model only ballasted tracks is not expected to influence
the results considerably for assessment times beyond 40 years. There are several studies that
conclude that ballasted and slab track perform similarly when compared over the entire lifetime of
the railway (Kiani et al. 2007, Rozycki et al. 2003).

A 2.5.

Track solution

A very recent Norwegian study compares main slab track alternatives with ballasted track solutions
proposed for HSR (Lia 2011). The various track systems are selected based on the technical and
safety analysis that was performed in the NHSRA phase 2 work (Pöyry 2011).
11

The original Åkerman results to not separate construction and maintenance. The numbers in the figure are
based on a split between maintenance and construction from the Botniabanan report, which indicates 77 % is
construction for the foundation, while for electric and track components construction it is 40 %.
12
All EPDs are available online: http://www.botniabanan.se/vitbokmiljo/mainInnehall_05.htm
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The study by Lia covers the following designs, with results presented in Figure A‐ 9:
 Slab track: Getrac, BÖGL, LVT and Rheda 2000
 Ballasted tracks: B90 and NSB 95 mono‐block sleepers
The study allows the following main conclusions to be drawn:


Slab track options require a larger infrastructure investment, but the higher intensity in
construction due to larger volumes of concrete and steel is balanced by the longer service life
expected from the installation. It is hard to confirm the technical lifetimes that the suppliers
state for slab and sleeper components, but a sensitivity analysis shows that the break‐even
for GHG between ballasted and slab tracks occur at a lifetime for slab of around 50 years.
 Expected service life assumptions reported in literature and relevant Norwegian guidelines is
60 years for slab, 30 years for ballast and sleepers.
 Actual replacement time for slab will depend on the wear of the system, and thereby train
loads (i.e., train size and frequency). However, given the intention to compare slab and
ballasted, the load may be assumed identical for both, implying shorter lifetime also for the
ballasted system.
The results do not support a significant difference between slab and ballast tracks.

Figure A‐ 9: Greenhouse gas emissions for a selection of track solutions, in units kg CO2e per km track (Source: Lia, 2011)

A 2.6.

Concrete

Concrete is a major material in construction of HSR infrastructure and a large contributor to the GHG
footprint of HSR. The background data used in this study for concrete originate in the Ecoinvent
building materials’ inventories (Kellenberger et al. 2007). The data was last updated in 2004, but
large parts of the source data date significantly further back.
In order to better reflect improvements in technology for concrete production new introduce a
change in the amount of secondary materials used to replace primary clinker production, from the
current 6 % in the original data, to an estimated 37 % in 2050 (Grossrieder 2011b, Grossrieder and
Pettersen 2011).
The resulting emission intensities are summarized in Table A‐ 2, together with the original intensity
of the process. CH denotes Swiss technology.
Table A‐ 2: Emission intensities used for concrete.

kg CO2e per m3 concrete

Concrete, normal, at plant/CH

Original value

2010

2050

261

261

211
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The secondary material is assumed to consist largely of waste materials from other processes, and
therefore carry no environmental costs in production. It could also be assumed to be of various
geological origins, with processing consisting mainly of simple excavation and grinding – in which
case emissions will also be quite low compared to the current calcination route.
Secondary fuels and biofuels are proposed by the cement industry as the future for clinker
production. The original inventories used here for concrete assume Swiss production technology,
which already utilizes secondary fuels for 37 % of the total energy demand. We do not consider
larger amounts to be realistic for the near‐future scenario.
The improvement potential for cement and clinker is generally not as large as for steel, as we will see
in the next section. The main reason is that a large portion of the GHG emissions occur in the
calcination process in clinker production and cannot be improved by better fuel or energy efficiency.
Carbon capture and storage of the GHG emissions from clinker production could be envisaged, but
no plans for such installations exist today.
We do not include recarbonation of the concrete. Depending on the energy efficiency in clinker
production, about 30‐50% of the GHG emissions from clinker production is due to the calcination
process, and this portion may be reabsorbed through time; up to 50 % of the released CO2 may be
reabsorbed (Pade and Guimaraes 2007). Good recarbonation, however, requires that all concrete
elements are demounted and finely ground. This is a costly process, and currently not used in large
scale. Most remounted concrete elements are used as filling material or as base materials.
Because the end‐of‐life process of the elements and concrete volumes is highly uncertain, we do not
include the recarbonation effect in the concrete model.

A 2.7.

Steel

An infrastructure for HSR requires a significant input of steel. The background data used in this study
for steel originate in the Ecoinvent metals inventories (Classen et al. 2009), which, although updated
since then, date back a few decades. The steel processes used in this study include,


For armouring, construction steel, and rock securing: reinforcing steel, at plant/RER, i.e.,
unalloyed carbon steel
 For rails and technical installations: steel, low‐alloy, at plant/RER
The selection of steel qualities is based on the recommendations of the recent UIC report
(Tuchschmid et al. 2011b). RER denotes European average product.
Given the importance of steel to the total GHG emissions from rail, we introduce technological
learning to include expected improvement in energy efficiency and use of recycled steel in the period
between source data and HSR construction and maintenance operations. Parameters and setting s in
the original inventories and the model for 2010 and 2050 are listed in Table A‐ 3.
Table A‐ 3: Parameters introduced to include technology development in steel production towards 2050 (Grossrieder
2011b, Grossrieder and Pettersen 2011)

Parameter

Original value

2010

2050

Energy efficiency in steel production

100%

95%

80%

Recycled content in steel qualities

37%

37%

60%

An overview of the upstream sources for GHG emission in steel production is presented in Figure A‐
10, for low‐alloyed steel. It is apparent from the network figure that main processes to include in
order to model improvement in technology are:



Hot rolling
Pig iron and sinter iron production
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 Ferro‐nickel production
Energy efficiency is introduced as a proportional reduction for all significant energy inputs for the
above processes, including all direct fuel inputs, electricity inputs, and all fossil energy inputs (natural
gas, coal, coke).
Recycled steel is produced through the electric process route. The share of recycled steel in final
steel inputs is balanced by increasing the portion of Steel, electric un‐/low‐alloyed in reinforcing and
low‐alloyed steel.
Table A‐ 4: Emission intensities used for steel qualities.

kg CO2e per kg steel
Original value

2010

2050

Reinforcing steel, at plant/RER

1.45

1.39

1.02

Steel, low‐alloyed, at plant/RER

2.04

1.66

1.47

Figure A‐ 10: Network overview for GHG emission in production of low‐alloyed steel. Boxes indicate processes where the
parameters listed in Table A‐ 4 are introduced.

A 2.8.

Electricity

A2.8.1. General model settings
Norwegian annual electricity consumption has been within 110 – 130 TWh for the last ten years up to
2010 (NVE 2011). The corridors are estimated to each require in the bracket 0.13‐0.28 TWh per year
fed to the HSR grid, with the Ø2:P corridor to Trondheim over Østerdalen requiring 0.23 TWh per
year. To compare, the Cávzu hydropower (No: Altadammen) facility produces about 0.65 TWh per
year.
If we include distributive losses from production, the corridors each represent around 0.15 – 0.3 % of
the Norwegian electricity market including grid losses. The HSR line thereby is a significant consumer,
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but the numbers do not justify considering it a separate marginal electricity consumer to be
evaluated outside the market average.
This study assumes as reference electricity described by the Nordic electric grid, including imports.
The Nordic mix is proposed as the compromise between the national scope of emissions reporting,
and the international market within which Norwegian consumers procure electricity. The Norwegian
grid cannot operate independent of the Nordic power exchange, in the same manner as the Nordic
market is integrated to an international, trans‐European power market.
The HSR assessment depends on GHG estimates for the electricity into a relatively long future, at a
minimum of 60 years. The Nordic power market therefore provides a convenient anchor between
the very low GHG‐intensity of the Norwegian hydropower‐dominated capacity – which can only
increase in GHG intensity, and the quite GHG‐intensive European coal‐dominated capacity ‐ which
policymakers promise shall become much cleaner in the next few decades.
Table A‐ 5 summarizes emission intensity in the sensitivity scenarios used for the electricity mix in
this report. The GHG intensities are calculated using technology descriptions in the Ecoinvent
database (Dones et al. 2007), and statistics for the Norwegian13 and Nordic14 (Nordpool) mixes. The
basis for the European scenario is discussed in the following sections. Further details are available in
the Phase 2 report (Svånå (Ed.) 2011).
Table A‐ 5: Carbon intensity and sensitivity scenarios for electricity mixes.

Electricity mix

Scenario

Emission intensity
g CO2e per kWh

Norwegian consumption mix (2007‐2009)

Low‐emission future

26.5

Nordic mix, including imports (2006‐2008)

Baseline scenario

166

European projection (2030)

High‐emission scenario

283

A2.8.2. Nordic power market up to 2030
Norwegian electricity production for the onshore grid per 2012 is almost completely dominated by
hydropower. Hydropower and other renewables are important also to the Nordic mix, with some
input from coal and gas turbines as well as nuclear. A principal presentation of the Nordic grid
market dynamics is presented in Figure A‐ 11 below. The figure identifies coal as the marginal
production for current capacity feeding into the Nordic grid.

13
14

http://www.nve.no/no/Kraftmarked/Sluttbrukermarkedet/Varedeklarasjon1 (see the Phase 2 report)
https://www.entsoe.eu/index.php?id=65 (see the Phase 2 report)
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Figure A‐ 11: Nordic marginal electric consumption as function of total consumption (Source: Nord Pool Spot15)

Studies for future Nordic mixes identify growth in renewables (especially wind), biofuels and natural
gas (Unger and Sköldberg 2008, EGL Nordic 2006). The capacity running on coal and oil is expected to
downscale in the near future, as is the nuclear capacity. Nordic countries are also expected to
integrate closer to the neighbouring grids in Europe.
The current Norwegian electricity debate mainly focuses on wind and natural gas, supplemented by
small‐scale hydropower projects. Electrification of offshore oil and gas platforms has been discussed
in relation to building renewable capacity, but mainly it is seen in combination with onshore or
offshore natural gas turbines. Since 2007, nine fossil power plants have started production in
Norway, mostly constructed in relation to onshore oil and gas handling and refining facilities
(Mongstad, Tjeldbergodden, Kårstø, Snøhvit).
For wind power, a large number of onshore wind project are proposed and applications initiated
along the Norwegian coastline. There are also several parallel initiatives for offshore wind, although
with far less projects moving to more concrete concepts. If we look at the licence applications
currently handled by the Norwegian water resources and energy directorate16 (NVE), the large
volume of applications are within wind and hydropower. Wind projects that have passed the license
process at NVE and are yet to be built represents over 10 TWh of new annual production.
Renewables therefore is the current new capacity to be built in Norway.
A2.8.3. European power market up to 2030
If we expand the scope and look at the relevant international market, future electricity projections
up to 2030 are outlined by two major reports: the World Energy Outlook report (WEO, 2009) and the
World Energy Technology Outlook report (WETO, 2006). The power mix and corresponding GHG
intensity is reported in Figure A‐ 12 for WEO and Figure A‐ 13 for WETO.
The World Energy Outlook (WEO) is issued by the International Energy Agency operating under the
umbrella of OECD, and describes separate scenarios for the expected European power market. The
World Energy Technology Outlook (WETO) describes the European Commissions’ expectations and
projections for the energy future, and therefore should closely integrate the current EU policy.
Contrasting the two reports makes us able to draw a few very interesting conclusions.
1. As one might expect, the reports agree for the 2020 situation, differing by only about 1%.
Larger differences, approximately 12%, are noted in projections for 2030 due to greater
uncertainty in future energy policies, available resources and technological developments,
with EU offering the lowest GHG future.

15

Producers in the Nordic capacity for a typical situation, http://www.nordpoolspot.com/How‐does‐it‐
work/The‐market‐members/Producers/
16
NVE database of license applications (konsesjonssøknader): http://www.nve.no/no/Konsesjoner/
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2. The approach to lower carbon intensity of the electricity mix, however, is different between
the reports. The WETO study (issued by EU) seems to predict an increased efficiency in
electricity production technologies, while the WEO (issued by IEA/OECD) foresees a decrease
in CO2 intensity due to introduction of carbon‐capture and storage. Interestingly, however, is
that despite these different perspectives, both studies come to similar conclusions as to the
carbon intensity of future electricity production in Europe, reaching approximately 350 g
CO2/kWh in 2020 and 300 g CO2/kWh in 2030.
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Figure A‐ 12: Projection for future electricity mix in the EU; World Energy Outlook 2009 (International Energy Agency)
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Figure A‐ 13: Projection for future electricity mix in Europe; World Energy Technology Outlook (European Commission)
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A2.8.4. European power market beyond 2030
A recent EU research project, NEEDS, outlined EU power mixes for the period up to 2050 using life‐
cycle assessment (LCA) methods17. The NEEDS estimates include full value‐chain contributions from
fossil, nuclear and renewable energy sources, with scenarios for capacity mix and for the
environmental performance into the future towards 2050.
It is unclear whether the WEO and WETO estimates include full LCA emissions. We therefore
combine the capacity mixes from these two sources with emission estimates from the EcoInvent
database (Dones et al. 2007) and the corresponding intensities in the NEEDS dataset. Figure A‐ 14
shows the NEEDS results, together with the corresponding GHG intensity of WEO and WETO power
mixes. The use of EcoInvent processes serves as an assumption of constant technology, while the
NEEDS processes simulate improvements to the technology to represent future electricity mixes.
600
WETO ‐ reported

Climate change potential
g CO2‐eq/kWh

500

WETO ‐ using EcoInvent,
CO2 emissions only
WETO ‐ using EcoInvent

400
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Figure A‐ 14: Comparison of future European electricity mix projections

It is interesting to note that the WEO and WETO mixes using EcoInvent processes are overestimated
in comparison to the carbon intensity stated in the original reports. In contrast, the carbon intensity
of the NEEDS model is slightly less than the reported intensities in the WEO and WETO reports,
although this discrepancy is less than that between the EcoInvent model and reported values.
Furthermore, for WETO (in grey), the increasing discrepancy between the reported carbon intensity
and that of the EcoInvent model indicates the expectation that emissions will decrease due to
technological improvements. When Figure A‐ 13 is referenced, the future fuel mix is actually
expected to have larger shares of fossil fuels than now, which indicates an improvement in fossil fuel
combustion technology, such as adoption of carbon sequestration or combined cycle plants.
WEO, in contrast, shows fairly consistent trends in both the reported and EcoInvent modelled carbon
intensities, indicating a heavier dependence on a shift to renewable energy rather than
improvements to fossil fuel combustion technologies.

17

See website: http://www.needs‐project.org/
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It is interesting to note that the NEEDS carbon intensity trends are similar to that of WETO, although
NEEDS seems to use a combination of fossil fuel reduction and technological improvements in its
projection.
A full summary of the estimated and reported GHG intensities is presented in Table A‐ 6 for WEO,
WETO and NEEDS. Intensities are reported separately for each mix for three different time
perspectives and with different energy technologies used to produce electricity from these sources.
Table A‐ 6: Carbon intensity of adopted model electricity mixes and electricity production technologies for three time
periods: present, near future (2020‐2030) and future (2050). Boldface text indicates relevant anchors in literature.

Carbon intensity (g CO2/kWh)
Energy Mix

WEO (Europe)

WETO (EU)

NEEDS (EU)

Energy Technology

Present

2020

2030

Present

2020

2030

2025

2050

Reported intensity

436

348

312

380

352

274

‐

63

EcoInvent (Present)

505

432

409

413

430

396

‐

‐

2025

‐

287

252

‐

302

283

261

‐

2050

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

67

NEEDS

A graphical interpretation of the electricity mixes is given in Figure A‐ 15, with the spread between
the estimates from WEO, WETO and NEEDS. We see the expected reduction in GHG intensity of
European electricity in the period 2005‐2030 of up to 50 % when taking into account technology
improvements, and further reductions up to 85 % in the period towards 2050 compared to the
present GHG intensity.

Figure A‐ 15: Future European electricity mix projection

Based on the policy projections described by the WEO and WETO studies we consider the most
relevant mix for the European grid to be the EU mix as reported in the WETO study, with emission
intensity modelled using the NEEDS scenarios in order to include the effect of technology
development. Projections beyond 2030 are highly uncertain, so we base our model on the 2020‐2030
perspective, giving a GHG intensity of 283 gCO2e per kWh as the high boundary in our sensitivity
models. The implication is that new capacity in the EU grid is significantly cleaner in terms of GHG
than the capacity currently supplying Europe.
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The current Nordic electricity mix that is used as baseline for the NHSRA project is 166 gCO2e per
kWh.
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Emissions model for alternative transport modes

Air transport energy in operation

The following distances and fuel use data are used for air transport. We add 5 % in to the GDC
distance to cover indirect fuel use.
Table A‐ 7: Fuel use per seat‐km and flight lengths for specific flights and aircrafts, in units kg per km. GCD = great circle
distance. We add 5 % to GDC to account for indirect fuel use.

Oslo‐

Oslo‐

Oslo‐

Oslo‐

Oslo‐

Bergen‐

Gothenburg

Stockholm

Stavanger

Bergen

Kristiansand

Stavanger

737‐500

0.046

0.040

0.042

0.043

0.047

0.065

737‐700

0.040

0.035

0.037

0.038

0.041

0.059

737‐800W

0.034

0.029

0.031

0.032

0.035

0.049

GCD (+5%)

290 (304)

385 (404)

361 (379)

324 (340)

280 (294)

159 (167)

Bergen‐

Stavanger‐

H1P

S2P

S8Q

Kristiansand

Kristiansand

Oslo‐
Trondheim

737‐500

0.046

0.064

0.041

0.045

0.044

0.044

737‐700

0.041

0.058

0.036

0.040

0.039

0.039

737‐800W

0.035

0.050

0.031

0.033

0.033

0.033

GCD (+5%)

285 (299)

162 (170)

361 (379)

303 (318)

323 (339)

321 (337)

Table A‐ 7 cont.

The composite corridors H1:P, S8:Q and S2:P cover multiple end destinations with airports. Fuel use
and journey lengths for these corridors are based on market information for the corridor
alternatives, i.e., market transfer from air to HSR. Values used in this calculation are given in Table A‐
8.
Table A‐ 8: Composition of transferred flights for the HSR corridors that cover multiple airports.

H1P

S8Q

S2P

18.9 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

Stavanger‐Kristiansand

0.1 %

9.5 %

10.4 %

Bergen‐Kristiansand

1.6 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

Oslo‐Stavanger

33.0 %

66.5 %

65.4 %

Oslo‐Bergen

44.6 %

0.0 %

0.0 %

1.8 %

24.0 %

24.3 %

Bergen‐Stavanger

Oslo‐Kristiansand

The fleet is separated into four classes, with a next generation aircraft that replaces the 737‐800W.
Fleet composition for the future up to 2040 and beyond is detailed below.
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Table A‐ 9: Fleet composition.

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050 +

Old

28 %

0%

0%

0%

0%

Present

36 %

36 %

0%

0%

0%

New

36 %

64 %

64 %

28 %

0%

Next generation

0

0%

36 %

72 %

100 %

Fuel use calculation routines for next generation aircrafts are detailed in the phase 2 report for the
baseline air transport future, as well as high‐emission and low‐emission futures. Combined with fuel
use data and fleet composition, this allows extraction of a variation for the high, baseline, and low‐
emission futures for air. Applied to one of the corridors, the following operational fuel use per seat‐
km is estimated for the corridor Oslo‐Trondheim.

Figure A‐ 16: Fuel use per seat‐km, for the corridor Oslo‐Trondheim, with indications for three air futures: low, baseline
and high‐emission developments. Similar profiles are calculated for all corridors.

Connecting transport
Mode distribution in connecting travel is provided in the phase 2 report (Svånå (Ed.) 2011). Distances
travelled are treated in a simplistic manner, set as the distance between airport and city centre, with
separation made only between Oslo and the other cities.
Table A‐ 10: Transport distances to airport.

Airport

Connecting travel distance

Oslo (OSL)

55 km

Others (TRD, SVG, BGO, KRS)

22 km (within 14‐34 km driving distance)

Seat occupancy
This study assumes a generalized airplane based on version of the Boeing 737, with 150 seats and
seat occupancy of 75 % average. The occupancy is slightly higher than what is seen in other studies
for Norway.
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Table A‐ 11: Lifecycle emissions of air travel flying stock and infrastructure, per passenger‐kilometer; reported in
literature and used in this study based on values for main Norwegian corridors.

Study

Seat
occupancy

Total seats

Comments

UIC (2009)

65 %

150

Airbus A320

Simonsen 2010

62 %

153

Boeing 737 (pg 17, Passasjertransport med fly)

Schlaupitz (2008)

70 %

112;134;189

Based on fleet composed of three plane models

This study

75 %

150

From SAS emissions calculator and personal
communication

Distribution between the emission sources for air transport is illustrated below, exemplified for a
journey Oslo‐Trondheim for the case 2010 in the baseline scenario. Clearly, the dominant emission
sources are operation of the airplane and connecting transport operations.

Figure A‐ 17: Distribution of emissions, kg CO2e per journey made between Oslo‐Trondheim for the reference scenario
and fleet in 2010

With the given emission intensities, we may show the temporal development in emissions required
per journey made between Oslo‐Trondheim. In modelling the scenarios for baseline and high/low
emission futures for air transport, we use the following techniques:
‐
‐
‐

Infrastructure and rolling stock emissions are considered constant for all scenarios
Aircraft fuel is modelled as given above, for high/baseline/low emission futures over the
period
Connecting transport is assumed to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions by 40 % between
2010 and 2040 and remain constant thereafter. This is based on the situation that most of
the connecting transport is by car, and this is the estimated improvement for cars as
described in a later section of this report.
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Figure A‐ 18: Greenhouse gas emissions per journey between Oslo‐Trondheim for the various scenarios.

Greenhouse gas emissions per passenger journey for flights modelled are summarized in the table
below, for the baseline scenario. We exclude connecting transport for better interpretation. A
graphical presentation is available in the next figure.
Table A‐ 12: Greenhouse gas emissions (kg CO2e) per flight in the assessment period for the baseline scenario;
connecting transport excluded.

Flight

2010

2020

2030

2040

2050 +

Oslo‐Gothenburg (Landvetter)

62.9

58.0

51.0

47.3

44.3

Oslo‐Stockholm (Arlanda)

73.3

67.2

57.2

53.0

49.6

Bergen‐Stavanger

50.9

47.2

41.4

38.4

36.1

Stavanger‐Kristiansand

51.5

48.2

42.8

39.9

37.5

Bergen‐Kristiansand

63.1

58.6

51.8

48.1

45.2

Oslo‐Stavanger

67.5

62.1

54.6

50.8

47.9

Oslo‐Bergen

67.7

62.5

55.1

51.4

48.6

Oslo‐Kristiansand

62.4

57.6

50.9

47.3

44.5

Oslo‐Trondheim

70.2

65.0

57.7

53.7

50.5
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Figure A‐ 19: Emission profiles for flights modelled in the baseline scenario, in unit kg CO2e per passenger. Note that the
graph does not scale to zero and connecting transport is not included.

Results for transport by air are presented in Figure A‐ 19 for each of the corridors. The figure
illustrates clearly the reductions in emission intensity per seat‐km travelled by air, and also the quite
significant difference between the corridors for the total emission per journey made, as the lines
have different emission intensity per seat‐km and flight lengths (see Table A‐ 12 for summary).
The largest contribution to GHG emissions per journey by air is air craft operation and the transport
to the airport, see Figure A‐ 17.
Figure A‐ 20 presents a review of air transport emissions data used in other studies, compared to the
values modelled in this report for the journey Oslo‐Trondheim. The review supports the importance
of aircraft operation and transport to airport as the dominant emission sources. They sow also the
overlap in emission intensity in air transport between the numbers presented here and the values
used elsewhere. The Vestforsk study indicates higher emission intensities for some aircrafts, but the
numbers rely on statistics for previous years with no expected improvement. They also model
smaller aircrafts, used mainly on shorter routes outside the main airport grids.

Figure A‐ 20: Comparison of the GHG emission intensity of transport by air in this study with other HSR studies.
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Car and bus transport infrastructure

A Norwegian road system is built as outlined in the phase 2 report, with a distribution between open
sections, tunnels and bridges at 96, 3 and 1 % respectively (Svånå (Ed.) 2011). We assume bridges as
equally distributed between steel and concrete bridge structures. The road is modelled with average
width 10 m and utilization at 5000 ÅDT, i.e., 5000 vehicles per day.
For the baseline road model, operational inputs such as lights represent 11.5 %, maintenance
including re‐asphalt processes are about 40 %, and construction is 48.5 % of total greenhouse gas
emissions. We use the allocation keys provided by Vestforsk (Simonsen 2010a). These divide
contributions from construction, operation and maintenance differently between transport
operations (passenger cars, buses and truck classes). Using the Vestforsk factors we estimate to
passenger transport by car 41.6 % of total infrastructure emissions, and bus transport 12.9 %. The
remainder, 45.5 %, is allocated to freight vehicles.
In order to estimate infrastructure use per vehicle we need to know the composition of total vehicle‐
km. Again, we rely on the numbers from Vestforsk, which states that for each vehicle‐km on the
road, this is 0.829 km passenger car, 0.018 km bus and 0.153 km freight truck.

A 3.3.

Transport by private car and bus service

Fuel use scenarios and load factors are discussed in detail in the phase 2 report (Svånå (Ed.) 2011).
We provide here some further specifications on the modelling of construction and operation of
rolling stock.
Private car construction
Statistics about the size and age composition of the Norwegian personal car fleet were collected so
that an average manufacturing and operational emissions could be determined. These emissions
data were collected from manufacturers’ EPD documents for vehicles of various size classes. Table A‐
13 shows the vehicle models selected to represent each car class.
Table A‐ 13: Assumed composition of Norwegian fleet and its representative vehicles.

Size Class

Representing vehicle
Manufacturer

Model

Year

Subcompact

Volkswagen

Polo 1.4 MPI DSG

2009

Compact

Volkswagen

Golf VI 1.6 MPI

2010

Mid‐size

Volkswagen

Passat Estate 1.4 TSI DSG

2009

Entry‐level luxury

Mercedes

C‐200 Kompressor

2008

Sports utility vehicle (SUV)

Mercedes

GLK CDI 4Matic BlueEfficiency

2010

It is worth noting that Mercedes vehicles typically have higher production and operational emissions
than other vehicle makes. Also, it should be taken into consideration that these vehicles are all new
models at the time of writing of this report; older vehicles would have higher emissions in production
and operation due to technological advances over time. Lastly, these vehicles are all gasoline‐fuelled
cars with exception of the Mercedes GLK, but 30% of the Norwegian fleet is diesel vehicles.
The average manufacturing emissions for a vehicle in the Norwegian fleet is 6.47 t CO2‐eq. This is
determined by the weighted average of the reported manufacturing emissions for the representative
cars.
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Figure A‐ 21: Characteristics of the Norwegian car fleet. (Opplysningsrådet for Veitraffiken AS 2010, Statistisk sentralbyrå
2010)

Private car operation
The following specifications are made for the private car
‐

Electric cars operate with the common electricity used in the project, i.e., a Nordic
consumption mix, 186 g/kWh low voltage to consumer. This gives an emission factor for
electric vehicles of 37 gCO2e per vehicle‐km.
‐ Plug‐in hybrids operate 67 % of distance on fossil and 33 % on electricity, where the fossil
fuel efficiency is the same as assumed for the conventional car and electric mode is modelled
identical to fully electric cars.
With other fuel use details described in phase 2, the following illustrates the modelled “tail‐pipe”
emissions, for direct fossil combustion and electricity used in plug‐in and all electric vehicles. Note
that the numbers do not include rolling‐stock and infrastructure, as well as fossil fuel extraction and
refining.

Figure A‐ 22: Driving emissions per vehicle km transport by private car, including direct fossil fuel combustion and
electricity used in plug‐in and electric vehicles. Upstream emissions from fossil fuel cycle, rolling stock and infrastructure
excluded.
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Seat occupancy
Transport by private cars does represent a significant part of the transferred transport market,
especially for intermediate corridor distances. The phase 2 report indicated load factors within 2.02 –
2.32, with the higher load representing distances over 300 km. We use the factor for travels within
150‐300 km as the general factor for car transport, i.e., 2.12 passengers per vehicle, based on
reported statistics for Norwegian conditions. This is slightly above factors used in the literature, as
shown in the short review of factors presented in Table A‐ 14.
Table A‐ 14: Occupancy factors for personal vehicles

Study

Passengers per car

Comments

UIC (2009)

1.60

Volkswagen Golf 4

Simonsen (2010)

1.73

Gasoline Golf A4

Schlaupitz (2008)

1.86

Diesel Golf A4

This study

2.12

Average, 150‐300 km (Vågane 2009)

Results for transport by private passenger car are presented in Figure A‐ 23 for the starting year of
the calculations, i.e., 2010. The figure indicates two factors as most import for emissions from
transport by car; the operation of the fleet and the production of fleet cars. Rolling stock
contributions are slightly higher in our model compared to other studies, as the review in Figure A‐
24 shows. However, this is balances d by the assumed quite efficient operation of the cars, following
from the high seat occupancy on longer transports.

Figure A‐ 23: Greenhouse gas emissions in kg CO2e per person‐km from transport by private car; for baseline scenario in
year 2010.

GHG emissions per person‐km are modelled with development towards 2040. Annual emission
performance s is presented in Figure A‐ 25. The HSR line is assumed to operate from 2024, providing
a significant improvement period compared to our 2010 starting set‐up.
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Figure A‐ 24: Comparison of the GHG emission intensity of private cars used in this study with other HSR studies.

Figure A‐ 25: Yearly emission intensity in transport by passenger car and long‐distance bus, starting in year 2010.
Development is included in the period towards 2040 and constant thereafter.

Bus service (coach)
Bus transport represents a smaller portion of the transferred transport market. We do not model
various scenarios for different bus futures, although future development is included.
As outlined in the phase 2 report, buses are modelled with 835 gCO2e/vehicle‐km for 2010, and
linear improvement to 616 gCO2e in 2040 and beyond (Svånå (Ed.) 2011). All other factors are
considered constant during the assessment period. Buses are equipped with 45 seats, and a seat
utilization of 70%. Emissions in rolling stock and infrastructure life‐cycle are added, as well as fossil
extraction and refining, following the proposed approach in the phase 2 report.
The resulting profile for coach transport is outlined in the next figure. As indicated in Figure A‐ 26, no
high and low‐emission futures are modelled for the bus, as bus constitutes a marginal portion of the
transferred market and therefore does not influence results significantly.
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Figure A‐ 26: Temporal profile for greenhouse gas emissions from bus transport, per passenger km.

The only data available for bus manufacturing are provided by Volvo, based on their 8500 Low‐Entry
model. Emissions are only reported in a lump quantity of CO2 equivalents, without subdivision of bus
parts or other chemical species. Since each bus is manufactured according to customer
specifications, there is no standard seating arrangement for this bus model.
It is assumed for the purposes of this study that the average Norwegian long‐haul bus has 45 seats
and occupancy factor of 70%, as reported for Norwegian long‐distance coach lines (Toutain et al.
2008). A short summary of equivalent factors in literature is summarized in Table A‐ 15, showing that
this study assumes quite high seat occupancy.
Table A‐ 15: Occupancy factors of bus transport

Study

Passengers per bus

Corresponding % occupancy

Simonsen (2010)

15.9

34.9

Schlaupitz (2008)

20.8

40

This study

31.5

70

Distribution between sources for greenhouse gas emissions from bus transport is indicated in the
following Figure A‐ 27, for the year 2010. The figure indicates driving emissions as the dominant
emission source. Rolling stock contributions compare well with the numbers in literature, as shown
in Figure A‐ 28. GHG emissions from operation are significantly lower than the reported numbers in
Vestlandsforskning, though similar to the intensity modelled by Schlaupitz. The main reason for the
discrepancy is the seat utilization, as presented in Table A‐ 15.
GHG emissions per person‐km are modelled with development towards 2040. Annual emission
performance s is presented in Figure A‐ 26. The HSR line is assumed to operate from 2024, providing
a significant improvement period for bus compared to our 2010 starting set‐up.
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Figure A‐ 27: Greenhouse gas emissions in kg CO2e per person‐km from transport by bus service (coach); for baseline
scenario in year 2010.

Figure A‐ 28: Comparison of the GHG emission intensity of long‐distance bus (coach) used in this study with other HSR
studies.

A 3.4.

Highspeed ferry

The market model identifies some transfer effect from ferries to HSR. We model the ferry here as a
high‐speed catamaran, similar to the one currently serving the line Bergen‐Stavanger, by Flaggruten.
In estimating an emissions inventory for the high‐speed catamaran, the following aspects form a
useful context (Foss and Bråthen 1997, Foss, Bråthen and Husdal 2007, Anonymous Accessed Nov.
1st, 2011):


Recent improvements in fuel use have been countered by an increase in comfort and size of
vessel
 General aluminium hull vessels (construction year 1991) with a capacity of 180 seats require
350 litres marine bunker oil per hour sailing. New light‐weight boats with carbon hulls with
similar seat capacity require lower amounts, about 284 litres per hour average
 High‐speed ferries generally have quite low seat utilization, indicated at 23.5 % (Foss and
Bråthen 1997)
 Journey time Bergen‐Stavanger is 4.5 hours, and represents about 200 km distance
We assume an aluminium catamaran vessel, and include a 30 % improvement in fuel use per hour
sailing from 2010 towards 2050. With the given factors, fuel use is 31.5 litres per passenger travelling
Bergen‐Stavanger.
Vessels are estimated with a life of 15 years and to complete the journey Bergen‐Stavanger‐Bergen
once every day through the year. Total ship weight is 110 tonnes. This represents a typical vessel
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operating the line Bergen‐Stavanger today, constructed by Norwegian ship builders OMA18. It is 35
meters long, and holds 180 passenger seats.
The fuel for operation dominates the greenhouse gas emissions from ships. As a crude estimate of
the vessel construction, we assume that the vessel consists of 1/3 hull (aluminium sheet), 1/3
machinery (88% steel, 9% copper, 3% aluminium), and 1/3 interiors (wood, aluminium and various
materials).
The resulting greenhouse gas emissions are illustrated below, for a baseline situation in 2010.

Figure A‐ 29: Greenhouse gas emissions in kg CO2e per journey made (one passenger one way) for a 200 km journey by
high‐speed catamaran; for baseline scenario in year 2010.

We include some improvement for the ferry; 30 % reduction in fuel use towards 2050 and constant
thereafter. Al other inputs are considered constant through the assessment period.

Figure A‐ 30: Temporal profile for greenhouse gas emissions from high‐speed catamaran (ferry service), per journey
made (one passenger one way).

A 3.5.

Classic rail

Classic rail is modelled based by adaptation of the Swiss regional train described in Ecoinvent;
“Transport, regional train, SBB mix/CH (Spielmann, Bauer and Dones 2007). The following
adaptations are made:

18

OMA baatbyggeri, Larvik: http://www.oma.no/
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Use of infrastructure per passenger‐km is doubled compared to the Swiss case, based on a
recent compilation of railway statistics for European rail systems (Tuchschmid et al. 2011a)
 Energy‐use per seat‐km is modelled according to values reported by Norwegian operator NSB
for 2007 (NSB 2008)
 Electricity production is modelled using the same Nordic mix as for HSR operation.
We do not separate multiple scenarios as classic rail does not contribute a large share of the
transferred market for HSR.

Figure A‐ 31: Greenhouse gas emissions in kg CO2e per passenger‐km for classic rail; for baseline scenario in year 2010.
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